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Welcome to 
UTS College

“As the pathway to UTS, we help you to 
develop the knowledge, experience and 
skills to succeed at university and beyond. 
We work in collaboration with UTS to 
ensure your studies prepare you for your 
next step at university. You can start on 
your journey today − we will be there with 
you, helping you to succeed and thrive.”

Alex Murphy 
Managing Director 

UTS College

“UTS has an ambitious vision to be a 
leading public university of technology 
recognised for delivering global impact. 
We are measured by the success of 
our students, staff and partners and 
committed to research, innovation and 
the dissemination of knowledge of public 
value. Through our education, research 
and engagement with industry, we are 
committed to transforming to a lifetime 
of learning where we support people 
throughout their whole career and 
lives, ensuring we do more than simply 
prepare people to successfully enter the 
workforce. We look forward to welcoming 
you to UTS College and UTS.”

Professor Attila Brungs
Vice-Chancellor and President

University of Technology Sydney
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We are changing our name from UTS Insearch 
to UTS College to more accurately reflect what 
we do, offering pathways to UTS. Our corporate 
entity will remain Insearch Limited so while we 
transition our name to UTS College throughout 
2021, both names may appear. 

See website utscollege.edu.au/about/faqs  
for further information.
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About the 
University of 
Technology Sydney 

Why choose UTS?

UTS takes a global approach to education that has 
innovation at its core. UTS is a university for the real 
world. All programs are closely aligned with industry 
needs, so what you learn with us will prepare you for your 
future career. 

Campus of the future

UTS has invested $1.3 billion in creating a dynamic 
and interconnected campus of the future, with award-
winning buildings, state-of-the-art facilities and 
sustainable design. We’ve got tech-driven, purpose-built 
spaces that’ll inspire you to collaborate and learn. UTS 
is close to Sydney’s CBD in walking distance to Central 
Station, and just a few steps away from places to shop, 
eat and socialise.  

Practice-oriented education

UTS is committed to hands-on practical learning. 
Projects, collaborative work and real-life case studies 
are key to this practice-based approach, giving you 
the skills you need to impress future employers. UTS 
academics are experts in their professional fields. They 
will enhance your learning experience with access to the 
most current industry practices and networks.

Our students come first

UTS provides support services including:

 • English language support 

 • Study support

 • Career development

 • Confidential medical and counselling services

 • Sports organisations and facilities

 • Peer networking and peer support opportunities

 • Housing support

Connections that count

All UTS faculties are led by industry advisory boards, 
and program content, internships and scholarships 
are developed in close collaboration with more than 
150 industry partners. UTS programs offer extensive 
practical components that give you the chance to 
apply your theoretical learning in a real-world context. 
Many programs are also accredited by professional 
associations, so when you graduate, your degree will be 
recognised across your chosen sector. 

The University of Technology Sydney (UTS) offers 
international, innovative and industry-relevant 
education in the heart of the global city of Sydney.
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Impact-driven research

UTS is a future-focused research university with an 
emphasis on technology, creativity and social disruption. 
We believe universities should work for the greater good 
by driving social change beyond campus, locally and 
globally, through research and practice. The university 
has also built partnerships with some of the world’s 
most innovative and successful companies that share 
our passion for creativity and technology — partnerships 
that will play a key role in shaping your future.

More than just a job

The UTS Careers Service offers free career consultations, 
resume reviews and employment workshops – all 
designed to enhance your employment prospects. You 
can also access student job boards, industry career fairs, 
international alumni networks, or participate in one of the 
many volunteering opportunities at UTS. 
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UTS 
Rankings

No.

in Australia for 
universities under 50 
years of age in the 
QS World university 
Rankings® Top 50 under 
50 2021

1

No.

in the world for universities 
under 50 years of age in 
the QS World University 
Rankings® Top 50 under  
50 2021 

11

No.

in Australia for 
proportion of research 
in the top 10% of most-
cited publications in 
scientific fields, CWTS 
Leiden Rankings 2020 

1

No.

in the world for universities 
under 50 years of age in 
the Times Higher Education 
Young university Rankings 
2020

15
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No.

in the world for graduate 
employability in the in the 
QS Graduate Employability 
Rankings 2020

69

Top

universities in the world in 
the Times Higher Education 
Rankings 2020

200

No.

in the world in the QS World 
University Rankings® 2021

133

in the international  QS Stars 
University Ratings™ 2018-2021 

Rated Five Stars
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Why choose  
UTS College?

Guaranteed entry to UTS 

When you successfully complete your studies at 
UTS College, you'll receive guaranteed* entry to the 
corresponding UTS undergraduate degree. Most of our 
diplomas will take you straight into the second year of 
your UTS degree. Choose from diplomas in Business, 
Communication, Design & Architecture, Engineering, 
Information Technology or Science. 

Big in support. Small in size

As an international student adjusting to a new education 
system, we want you to thrive while studying with 
us. That’s why we’ve designed a robust framework 
of support services tailored specifically to meet our 
students' needs.

Our support services include our Learning Support 
Program, one-on-one tutorials, study skills workshops, 
full-time dedicated Study Success Advisers and peer-
to-peer mentors.

By keeping our classes small in size, we can provide a 
more personalised learning experience.

A better way to learn

Our teaching model focuses on life-long learning skills in 
the form of small classes, formative assessments, more 
face-to-face hours and an emphasis on collaboration 
in and outside of the classroom. This prepares you to 
evolve and adapt to challenges and opportunities not 
just for today, but in the future.

Part of UTS

Our diploma programs are designed in collaboration 
with UTS. This means the educational outcomes are 
the very same as first-year students studying a UTS 
undergraduate degree.

All academic students have access to world-class 
facilities at UTS, including the library, 24-hour computer 
labs and over one hundred clubs and associations.

Latest technology and facilities

You'll have access to high-tech teaching facilities, an 
English Language Centre, purpose built computer labs, 
as well as a welcoming Student Centre, free high-speed 
campus WiFi, contemporary student lounges, kitchens 
and prayer rooms.

Our curriculum is underpinned by a range of innovative 
technologies and practices, including a contemporary 
Learning Management System (LMS) called Canvas. 
You’ll be required to Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) to 
classes as part of our technology and student-centred 
learning approach. This includes up-to-date laptops and 
tablets with WiFi connectivity so you can access online 
resources to support learning, student collaboration and 
communication.

A global network

Establish networks and friendships with students from 
Australia and across the globe. We welcome students 
from 75 different countries every year. One in five 
students at UTS College is Australian, so our campus is a 
culturally diverse environment. 

*Based on completion of a diploma with no more than two subject failures or completion of the UTS Foundation Studies program with the required GPA score.

Whether you're looking for a guaranteed* place in 
a UTS degree or need to improve your English for 
university - we can help you realise your full potential 
and give you the confidence to succeed at UTS.
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Study first-year close to home  

We’ve opened our Academic English, UTS Foundation 
Studies and diploma programs to the world and chosen 
a select group of partners to work with us to deliver our 
leading curricula. Students in China, Indonesia, Vietnam, 
South Korea, Myanmar and Sri Lanka can now start their 
journey to UTS, from their home countries.

Our programs are delivered internationally to the same 
high standards that you would expect at UTS College 
in Sydney. This gives students the opportunity to study 
their first-year of university at home, before progressing 
to study at UTS in Sydney. Visit pages 66-67 to find out 
which programs are offered in your country. 
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Experience 
Sydney 

One of the best student cities in the worldi

Imagine waking up in Australia’s most vibrant, diverse 
and beautiful city. Welcome to Sydney — the nation’s 
cultural centre and business capital. 

When you choose to study at UTS College, you’re 
choosing a university that’s located in the heart of 
Sydney, surrounded by some of the world’s biggest, 
most successful and innovative companies. These 
organisations create hundreds of graduate employment 
opportunities each year. 

But there’s so much more to Sydney than its thriving 
business and commercial centre. 

A safe and friendly city

Sydney’s reputation as a safe and sociable city is 
one of the reasons why over 178,000 international 
studentsi choose to make it their home-away-from-
home. As you settle into student life, you’ll become part 
of the supportive multicultural community that exists 
throughout the city. You will quickly fall in love with the 
friendly buzz found in local cafes, galleries and shops. 
With new friends and a supportive network around you, 
your transition to life in Australia will be a rewarding and 
exciting adventure.  

Explore the natural wonders Sydney  
has to offer

When you call Sydney home, you’ll enjoy the natural 
and cultural wonders that people all over the world 
only dream about. There’s so much to see and do when 
you’re not studying, like visiting the beautiful beaches 
and exploring the nearby national parks. The frequent 
sunshine also brings the city’s sights to life. Sydney’s 
central business district (CBD) has an excellent public 
transport network, so you can easily and safely explore 
this thriving city. And when you need to travel interstate 
or overseas, you are close to Australia’s biggest 
international and domestic airports.
i City of Sydney international student survey

Whether you begin your UTS 
journey in Australia or abroad, 
your ultimate destination is 
Sydney. 

TOP 10
best student cities in 

the world in the QS Best 
Student Cities 2019i 

Visit one of Australia’s 
most popular tourist 
destinations: The Three 
Sisters rock formation 
in the Blue Mountains.
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Enjoy an 
unforgettable 
performance 
at the Sydney 
Opera House.

Explore Darling Harbour 
and meet some of 
Australia’s native 
animals at Sea Life 
Sydney Aquarium and 
Wild Life Sydney Zoo.

Climb Sydney’s 
world-famous 
Harbour Bridge 
and see the city 
from above. 

Surf some of 
Australia’s best 
waves at Bondi 
Beach or just relax 
and enjoy the sun 
and the sights.
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Remote learning 
at UTS College 

COVID-19  may have disrupted many 
things, but there’s no need to put your 
future on hold

UTS College provides high quality education via remote 
learning which means you learn from home with the 
structure and support of our teachers and staff every 
step of the way. This has been made possible by our 
highly qualified teachers, working with world-leading 
learning technology, and our caring specialist staff in 
student support services. 

Same quality curriculum 

With remote learning at UTS College, you can be assured 
of the same quality curriculum delivered in our face-
to-face classes. Designed in collaboration with UTS, 
our diploma programs lead to the same educational 
outcomes as first-year UTS programs while the UTS 
Foundation Studies prepares you for any undergraduate 
program at UTS. Our programs set you up for a smooth 
transition to UTS. 

If you’re studying our Academic English programs, you 
can also be assured that we are delivering a leading 
curriculum specially designed to get you ready for 
success at university and beyond. 

‘Real-time’ classes 

Unlike online learning which is usually self-directed at 
your own pace, the interactive remote learning classes 
at UTS College are taught in real-time with monitoring 
and feedback to students on performance. To ensure 
personal attention, tutorial sizes at UTS College are 
limited to small groups of no more than 20 students. 
Remote Learning classes may also be recorded, so 
they’re available for review later if you want to revisit 
some ideas and topics.

Stay on track for your future

The lectures are quick and easy 
to understand. I find it easier to 
watch a video without getting 
distracted from my peers. I am 
more focused while studying 
remotely. 

Remote learning is very 
convenient. It gives you a lot 
more opportunities than face-
to-face learning because you 
can do it from anywhere in the 
world. It’s the future approach 
to learning and it will become 
very common after this year. 

The remote learning we have 
at UTS College is one of the 
best. You are guided through 
your classes; you can see and 
interact with your teachers and 
classmates. There are breakout 
rooms for group project 
collaboration.  

Maria Jamal 
from India 
Diploma of Engineering student 

Wan Johan Razlan  
Bin Wan Razly Abdullah 
from Malaysia 
Diploma of Communication student

Margarita Rai 
from Russia
Diploma of Business student12



Same strong support 

You will receive the same high level of support that face-
to-face students have experienced at UTS College. These 
include one-on-one tutorials, study-skills workshops and 
access to dedicated Study Success Advisers. We also 
have processes and technology in place to identify when 
students may need extra help, so you receive support to 
stay on track. We are here every step of the way to help 
you succeed in your remote learning. 

Our social community 

All our students are part of a lively student community. 
You can join us on Facebook and WeChat. 

We run discussions and activities to help students build 
a real connection with their peers and friends. There are 
online student events and activities with UTS Activate 
and our Social Club – so being remote doesn’t mean 
you’re out of sight or out of mind - we want to get to 
know you and we look forward to being friends.  

State-of-the-art education technology 
and IT support 

The quality of content in our remote learning programs 
is underpinned by world-leading Learning Management 
System (LMS) and collaboration tools, with expert tech 
support from our large, friendly IT team. Students will 
use:  

Canvas 

This is the fastest-growing, specialised LMS, used by 
universities and colleges all over the world. It’s simple, 
intuitive interface integrates with a wide variety of 
educational resources, learning apps and mobile devices 
making it the perfect tool for busy students. With 
Canvas collaboration is easy and it  helps you to stay 
organised. If you need help with Canvas, simply contact 
your Subject Coordinator, teacher, or refer to the Canvas 
Student Guide. 

Zoom and RingCentral 

These user-friendly video conferencing and 
communication tools enable you to engage easily with 
other students and your teachers. 

Comprehensive technical support 

Our friendly and professional IT team is responsive and 
student focused. 

Step-by-step guides 

To help students get set up for remote learning, we’ve 
put together step-by-step instruction guides, as well 
as an Online Learning Guide which will help you make 
the most of your remote learning experience. We also 
provide online learning support workshops and online 
one-on-one learning support for all of our students.

Start your 
future now
We’re here with all the support 
and resources you need to 
kick-start your university 
dreams with remote learning. 

The teachers at UTS College 
are really supportive and 
enthusiastic, ensuring that 
all students are learning to 
their full potential even with 
the challenges that COVID-19 
presents. 

I had a wonderful experience 
receiving support from a Study 
Success Adviser. Being a shy 
person, I’m nervous speaking 
English. They provided coaching 
tips to build my confidence for 
presentations. I received a great 
grade. 

Zwe Htin Aung 
from Myanmar 
Diploma of IT student  

Yesol Kim
from South Korea 
Diploma of Engineering student 
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Introduction 
to our  
programs 

Message from our Dean of Studies
“The transition from high school to university is a major 
step in your life. We focus on making that transition an 
enabling experience for you. Our educational programs 
not only build your capabilities, but help to develop 
your confidence and equip you with the skills to really 
achieve your goals at university.”  

Tim Laurence
Dean of Studies
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Academic English

Studying Academic English with UTS College means that 
you will be studying with one of the top English providers 
in Australia. We have more than 30 years’ experience 
in delivering quality Academic English programs to 
international students.

Our programs were designed to help you become 
confident at communicating in English and ensure you 
develop the English language skills required to succeed at 
university and your future career. 

We offer Academic English programs from level 1 through 
to level 5 and students have the opportunity to study at  
UTS College in Sydney or Sri Lanka, or with one of our 
partners in China, Indonesia, South Korea, Myanmar and 
Vietnam. These programs provide direct entry into UTS 
Foundation Studies, UTS College diploma programs and 
UTS undergraduate and postgraduate degrees†.  

UTS Foundation Studies 

This program is delivered by UTS College on behalf of UTS 
and is specifically for international students who have 
completed their year 11 studies. The program enables you 
to develop your English language proficiency, and develop 
broad knowledge and skill sets to become a well-rounded 
and confident graduate, ready to study at university.

Completing the UTS Foundation Studies program opens 
doors to a wide range of study options and career choices 
and, for successful students, articulation into the  
UTS College diploma programs and most undergraduate 
degrees at UTS. Students have the opportunity to study 
UTS Foundation Studies at UTS College in Australia or  
UTS College Sri Lanka.

At UTS College Australia, students can choose** to 
complete their UTS Foundation Studies over 8 months with 
our Standard program or 12 months with our Extended 
program.

Diploma Programs 

We offer diplomas across six exciting disciplines, all 
designed in consultation with the corresponding UTS 
faculties. Whether your study interest is business, 
communication, design & architecture, engineering, IT or 
science, our diplomas are the perfect preparation program 
for a UTS undergraduate degree. 

All of our diploma programs can be studied at UTS 
College in Australia. A selection of diploma programs are 
offered at UTS College in Sri Lanka, and depending on the 
diploma program you choose, you can study with one of 
our partners in China, Indonesia or South Korea. For more 
information visit pages 66-67.

At UTS College Australia, students can choose** 
to complete their diploma over 8 months with our 
Accelerated program, 12 months with our Standard 
program or with our Extended program over 16 months.  

The benefits of each are:  

Accelerated (8 months)  

 • This is the fastest way to get into a UTS degree. 
However, the intense workload means that it will not 
be suitable for everyone.

 • You will study the same content as first-year UTS 
degree students. 

Standard (12 months)

 • You will study the same content as the Accelerated 
program but the work will be paced out over 12 
months.

 • It allows you more time to perfect your academic 
studies while adjusting to Australian education 
expectations. 

Extended (16 months) 

 • The workload has been set at the right pace for you. 
You will undertake Academic English and a range of 
subjects designed to prepare you to succeed as you 
progress through your studies.

 • You will study the same content as first-year UTS 
degree students.

*You will only be required to enter a UTS College Academic English program if you do not meet the English language entry requirements.

**Students are required to meet the specified entry requirements for the program they choose. 

#This pathway is only available if you achieve the required Grade Point Average (GPA).

^The point where you enter into your UTS degree will depend on your major and is based on no more than two subject failures. Not all majors will take you into second year. Please refer to     
  the individual program pages in this guide for full credit point details. 
†Entry is subject to meeting academic and English language program entry requirements, as well as visa requirements as managed by the Department of Home Affairs.
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UTS degree 
1st Year or 2nd Year^

Path 
03

Academic English 
(if required)*

Diploma

8, 12 or 16 months

Academic English 
(if required)*

Path 
02

UTS  
Foundation Studies

8 or 12 months

Diploma

8, 12 or 16 months

UTS degree 
1st Year or 2nd Year^

Path 
01

Academic English 
(if required)*

UTS degree 
1st Year#

UTS  
Foundation Studies

8 or 12 months

UTS Undergraduate
or Postgraduate 
degree

Path 
04

Academic English 
(if required)*

High School 
(Year 12 or 
equivalent)

High School 
(Year 11 or 
equivalent)

High School 
(Year 11 or 
equivalent)

High School 
(Year 12 or 
equivalent)



Academic 
English
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Learning English can open new 
horizons you never before thought 
possible. You’ll develop confidence in 
any academic, social or professional 
situation; from asking questions in 
class to sharing a conversation with 
Australian friends or preparing for 
your first job interview.
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Academic  
English

Get the most from your studies in 
and out of the classroom 

When you complete our 
Academic English program, no 
further IELTS or TOEFL tests are 
needed. Once you achieve the 
required English proficiency, you 
can move to the next program, 
whether that is UTS Foundation 
Studies, one of our diplomas, or a 
UTS degree.

Looking for direct 
entry to university?

Message from the  
Director of Studies ELP 
“Our English Language pathway programs will provide  
you with the skills and knowledge needed for success 
in your UTS Foundation Studies program, UTS College 
diploma or in your UTS degree, as well as for social 
and future employment environments where English is 
spoken.

Many UTS College graduates have completed or are 
completing degree programs at UTS. You can look 
forward to joining them when you conclude your studies 
with us.”

Jason West
Director of Studies ELP, 

B.Sc (Bradford University UK), CELTA, MLM (Curtin WA)

Building confidence and proficiency in 
small classes

Learning in a small class means you can get more 
individual attention. Our English classes have an average 
of 16 students, so there are many opportunities to ask 
questions and connect with teachers for extra help and 
support. 

You’ll also have exclusive access to our HELPS centre, 
which offers a wide range of specialist resources for 
learning English. These also include a suite of online 
resources and support.

Learn the skills you need to succeed at 
university and in your career

You’ll become a confident communicator who feels 
comfortable with the English language. Mastering 
Academic English will develop your reading, writing, 
listening and speaking skills. 

Learn from the best 

Our teachers are the most highly qualified and 
experienced in the industry, which means you’ll be 
taught by some of the best teachers in Australia. 
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We offer:

Academic English
(AEL1 – AEL4) CRICOS CODE: 032410F

Academic English
(AEL5) CRICOS CODE: 032410F

Prepare for AEL1 – AEL3  prepares you for entry into UTS Foundation 
Studies and the UTS College Extended diploma program (4 
semesters).

AEL4 prepares you for entry into UTS College Standard  
(3 semesters) or Accelerated (2 semesters) diploma 
programs.

AEL5 prepares you for studying most UTS undergraduate and 
postgraduate degrees.

Duration 200 hours over 10 weeks per level 200 hours over 10 weeks

Outcomes Develop the confidence to interact in social situations and 
learn the skills you need to succeed in UTS Foundation 
Studies and UTS College diploma programs.

Develop the confidence to interact in social situations and learn 
the skills you need to succeed at university, in your career and 
beyond.

Examples of 
skills you will 
learn

• Effective academic writing

• Effective participation in seminars and tutorials

• Listening and note-taking skills for academic study

• Understanding lectures

• Reading and researching  
academic texts

• Writing in a range of academic genres

• Analysing and paraphrasing academic texts

• Summarising academic articles

• Contributing effectively to seminar discussions

• Giving professional tutorial presentations

• Researching academic articles

Which Academic English program is right for you? 

 • Small class sizes to give you the one-on-one   
 attention you need to learn more effectively

 • Engaging content to make learning fun

 • Relevant topics to make conversations easier

 • Friendly, highly-qualified teachers to help you  
 learn at your own pace 

 • Many resources in the HELPS centre and  
 online are available to support you

Program Benefits

Academic English Level AEL5Academic English Levels AEL1 – 4

Our Academic English 
programs can be studied 
at UTS College in Sydney or 
Sri Lanka, or with one of our 
partners in China, Indonesia, 
South Korea, Myanmar and 
Vietnam. For more  
information, visit  
pages 66-67. 
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Academic English 
Programs

IELTS results are valid for 12 months for students who want to study Academic English or 24 months for students who want 
to study our UTS Foundation Studies program or one of our diploma programs. 

Entry requirements Level Topics 
studied 

Further studies 

AEL1
•   Our World

•   Lifestyle
Progress to level AEL2

AEL2
•   People

•   Society
Progress to level AEL3

AEL3
•   Business

•   Globalised 
World

Direct Entry to:

•    UTS Foundation Studies
•    UTS College extended 

diploma

OR

Progress to level AEL4

AEL4
•   The 

Internet 
Society

•   Cities

Direct Entry to: 

•  UTS College accelerated 
 or 
standard diploma

OR

Progress to level AEL5

AEL5

•   Organisations

•   Leadership 
in a 
Globalised 
World

Direct Entry to: 

•  UTS Undergraduate 
degree

•  UTS Postgraduate 
degree

Overall Writing ≥ All Skills ≥

IELTS 5.0 - 4.5

VEPT 43 - No skill < 38

Linguaskill 154 and above - -

TOEFL 500 No skill < 3.5 

TOEFL iBT 45 - No skill < 9

PTE 45 minimum 
total score

- 32

Overall Writing ≥ All Skills ≥

IELTS 5.5 - 5.0

VEPT 47 - No skill< 43

Linguaskill 162 and above - -

TOEFL 525 No skill < 4.0

TOEFL iBT 58 minimum 
total score

16 minimum 
writing score

-

PTE 46 - 38

Overall Writing ≥ All Skills ≥

IELTS 6.0 5.5 5.0

VEPT 53 47 No skill < 43

Linguaskill 169 and  
above

- -

TOEFL 550 4.25 No skill < 4.0

TOEFL iBT 72 minimum 
total score

16 minimum 
writing score

-

PTE 54 46 38

Overall Writing ≥ All Skills ≥

IELTS 4.5 - 4.0

VEPT 38 - No skill < 33

Linguaskill 147 and  
above

- -

TOEFL 475 No skill < 3.0

TOEFL iBT 35 - No skill < 7 

PTE 32 - 22

Overall Writing ≥ All Skills ≥

IELTS 4.0 - 3.5

VEPT 33 - No skill  
< 28

Linguaskill - - -

TOEFL 450 3.0 -

TOEFL iBT - - -

PTE 22 - 22
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i www.neas.org.au 

25 Years
of NEAS 
accreditationi

The National Education 
Assessment System 
(NEAS) is a global leader 
in quality assurance for 
the English language 
teaching (ELT) sector
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“There were many times 
when I felt like giving up, but 
determination is paramount 
to achieving your goals.”

Riyadh Alhabshan
From Riyadh, Saudi Arabia

Commercial Lawyer at 
Siemens Ltd Saudi Arabia

UTS law graduate 
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Did you know?
Attending UTS College in 
Sydney was the first time 
Riyadh had travelled outside 
of his home country.

mystory.uts.edu.au
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UTS 
Foundation 
Studies

24



Many international students,  
like you, choose to start with  
UTS Foundation Studies as the 
gateway to tertiary education  
in Australia.

That’s why our program covers 
a broad range of subjects, all 
designed to get you there. 
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UTS Foundation 
Studies

The UTS Foundation Studies program is delivered by  
UTS College on behalf of UTS. 

The program is offered as a Standard program (2 semesters) 
or an Extended program (3 semesters). 

The Standard program is recommended if you are more 
confident in your English language proficiency and academic 
skills, and you just need to improve further in order to 
articulate to UTS or a UTS College diploma program. 

The Extended program provides additional opportunities 
for you if you are less confident in your English language 
proficiency and academic skills. An extra semester of study 
gives you time to develop and consolidate your English 
language and academic skills before you progress to UTS or a 
UTS College diploma program. 

The UTS Foundation Studies program meets the requirements 
for foundation programs that have been registered on CRICOS 
for delivery in Australia, which means it provides academic 
preparation for international students who want to enter first-
year undergraduate study. 

See pages 80-83 for your country’s entry requirements.

 • Mini lectures 

 • Tutorial-style activities 

 • Role play

 • Discussions 

 • Debates

 • Experiments 

 • Collaboration 

 • Research and analysis 

 • Student-led group work  

 • Presentations 

You’ll experience many different 
ways of learning, including: 

Message from the UTS Foundation  
Studies Program Manager
“International students who come to study the  
UTS Foundation Studies program will experience excellent 
preparation for university success. The learning environment 
is supportive and student-focused, with small class sizes and 
experienced educational staff who engage students through 
active learning. Students will benefit from this well-rounded 
high quality program that enables students to improve their 
English language skills, expand their knowledge, develop 
their academic skills and build their confidence to become 
independent and collaborative learners.”

Susan Sherringham 
Program Manager,  

UTS Foundation Studies 
BA (Hons)
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*You will only be required to enter a UTS College Academic English program if you do not meet the English language entry requirements. See page 79. 
#This pathway is only available if you achieve the required Grade Point Average (GPA). 
^The point where you enter into your UTS degree will depend on your major and is based on no more than two subject failures. Not all majors will take you into second year.

Academic English 
(if required)*Path 

02
UTS  
Foundation Studies

8 or 12 months

UTS College 
Diploma

8, 12 or 16 months

UTS Degree

1st Year or 2nd Year^

Path 
01

Academic English 
(if required)*

UTS Degree

1st Year#

UTS  
Foundation Studies

8 or 12 months

High School 
(Year 11 or 
equivalent)

High School 
(Year 11 or 
equivalent)



UTS Foundation Studies subjects

Semester 1 Semester 2 Semester 3

Standard  
Program 
CRICOS CODE: 082432G 
UTS COURSE CODE: C30019

Total number of 
subjects:

8 graded subjects −  
4 per semester

2 ungraded learning 
support subjects 
− 1 per semester

• Foundation English 1 /  
Advanced English 1†

• Digital Literacies

• Introduction to Mathematics 1‡ or 
Introduction to Mathematics 2‡

• Choose one elective:

• Multimedia
• International 

Perspectives
• Science, Technology 

and Society

• Skills class (ungraded):

• Academic Skills 1

• Foundation English 2 /  
Advanced English 2†

• Introduction to Creative Thinking

• Professional Environments

• Choose one elective:

• Introduction to Mathematics 2‡ 
or  
Introduction to Mathematics 3‡

• Multimedia
• International Perspectives
• Science, Technology and 

Society

• Skills class (ungraded):

• Academic Skills 2

Extended  
Program 
CRICOS CODE: 082433G 
UTS COURSE CODE: C30020

Total number of 
subjects:

12 graded subjects −  
4 per semester

3 ungraded learning 
support subjects  
− 1 per semester

• Foundation English 1 /  
Advanced English 1†

• Australian Studies

• Introduction to Mathematics 1‡ or 
Introduction to Mathematics 2‡

• Society and Culture

• Skills class (ungraded):

• Academic Skills 1

• Foundation English 2 /  
Advanced English 2†

• Digital Literacies

• Choose two electives:

• Introduction to Mathematics 2‡ 
or  
Introduction to Mathematics 3‡

• Multimedia
• International Perspectives
• Science, Technology and 

Society

• Skills class (ungraded):

• Academic Skills 2

• Academic Communication / 
Advanced English 3‡

• Introduction to Creative Thinking

• Professional Environments

• Choose one elective:

• Introduction to Mathematics 2‡  
or  
Introduction to Mathematics 3‡

• Multimedia
• International Perspectives
• Science, Technology and 

Society

• Skills class (ungraded):

• Academic Skills 3

† Note: The Advanced English stream of subjects is for students with IELTS 6 and above with 5.5 or above in writing (or equivalent). 
‡ All students wanting to study Engineering must successfully complete FIM002 and FIM003.

 • Business

 • Communication

 • Design, Architecture and Building

 • Education

 • Engineering

 • Health

 • Information Technology

 • International Studies

 • Law

 • Science

 • Transdisciplinary Innovation

After you successfully complete the UTS Foundation Studies program and you have the required GPA, you can 
pursue the following UTS areas of study: 

UTS Foundation Studies can 
be studied at UTS College in 
Sydney or Sri Lanka. For more 
information visit pages 66-67.

 • Subjects are designed for  
 international students

 • Successful graduates can get into most  
 undergraduate degrees at UTS

 • Prepares you with skills for study at any  
 Australian university

 • Broadens your education through a wide  
 range of subjects

 • Learning is supported through the use of  
 a range of technologies 

Program Benefits
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“Do all you can to 
break through the 
barriers. Once you do, 
life becomes easier 
and easier. ”

Kentaro Yoshida
From Yoyama, Japan

Founder of Kentaro Yoshida  
& Digital Designer at  
M&C Saatchi

UTS design graduate 
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Did you know?
Kentaro has been commissioned 
by global brands such as 
Billabong, Hurley, Mambo, Vans 
and Converse.

mystory.uts.edu.au
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Diploma of 
Business

30



Upon completion of a business 
diploma, you will be able to 
demonstrate a good understanding 
of everyday business functions such 
as accounting, finance, marketing 
and management that are practised 
across global organisations.

i QS World University Subject Rankings 2020

UTS is a global  

TOP 150 
university for Business 
& Management and 
Accounting & Financei
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Diploma of 
Business

Message from the Business  
Program Manager

“Do you have a great idea for the next big thing? 
Want to enrich people’s lives with revolutionary 
products and services? Whether you work in finance, 
accounting, marketing or international business, UTS 
College business subjects will equip you with the 
knowledge and skills to get into a UTS Bachelor of 
Business and build a great business career.”

As a Diploma of Business student you will gain direct entry into the second year of either the UTS Bachelor of Business, or 
Bachelor of Economics or direct entry into first-year of the Bachelor of Management, provided you successfully complete 
the diploma with no more than two subject failures. You will also be awarded 48 credit points towards your UTS degree.

Business pathway into UTS
The pathway you take into UTS will depend on your English language proficiency and academic qualifications.

Vinh Tran
Program Manager, Business
B.Comm (RMIT), M.Comm (Macquarie), 

M.Acc. (Macquarie)

*You will only be required to enter a UTS College Academic English program if you do not meet the English language entry requirements. See page 79. 
#This pathway is only available if you achieve the required Grade Point Average (GPA). 
^Based on successful completion of your diploma with no more than two subject failures and depending on the UTS program you choose.
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UTS Degree 
1st or 2nd Year^Path 

03
Academic English 
(if required)*

Diploma of Business

8, 12 or 16 months

Academic English 
(if required)*Path 

02
UTS  
Foundation Studies

8 or 12 months

Diploma of Business

8, 12 or 16 months

UTS Degree 
1st or 2nd Year^

Path 
01

Academic English 
(if required)*

UTS Degree 
1st Year#

UTS  
Foundation Studies

8 or 12 months

High School 
(Year 12 or 
equivalent)

High School 
(Year 11 or 
equivalent)

High School 
(Year 11 or 
equivalent)



Business subjects

Semester 1 Semester 2 Semester 3 Semester 4

Accelerated 
Diploma 
CRICOS CODE: 070300G

Total subjects: 8

• Academic and Business 
Communication

• Accounting for Business

• Economics for Business

• Managing People and 
Organisations

• Accounting 
Transactions and 
Business Decisionsi

• Marketing Foundations

• Business Statistics

• Fundamentals of 
Business Finance

Standard 
Diploma 
CRICOS CODE: 053606J

Total subjects: 8

• Academic and Business 
Communication

• Accounting for Business

• Economics for Business

• Accounting 
Transactions and 
Business Decisionsi

• Managing People and 
Organisations

• Fundamentals of 
Business Finance

• Marketing Foundations

• Business Statistics

Extended 
Diploma 
CRICOS CODE: 080142A

Total subjects: 11

• Fundamentals of 
Business

• Business Maths

• Academic English  
or Academic 
Communication for 
Diplomaii

• Academic and Business 
Communication

• Accounting for Business

• Economics for Business

• Accounting 
Transactions and 
Business Decisionsi

• Managing People and 
Organisations

• Fundamentals of 
Business Finance

• Marketing Foundations

• Business Statistics

i Pre-requisite: Accounting for Business.
ii You will be placed in either Academic English (ACEN001) or Academic Communication for Diploma (ACCO001) based on your level of English. If you are enrolled in Academic English (ACEN001)  
   in the first semester of your program, you must successfully complete the subject before progressing into further subjects.
^Based on successful completion of your diploma with no more than two subject failures. 
**For the majority of combined degrees the GPA can be higher than that of a single degree.

 • Accounting

 • Advertising and Marketing 
 Communications 

 • Economics

 • Finance

 • Human Resource Management

 • International Business

 • Management

 • Marketing

 • 48 credit points guaranteed^

 • Direct entry into the second year of the  
 UTS Bachelor of Business or Economics degrees^

 • Focus on employability skills

 • UTS and industry guest speakers

 • Learn business theory for the real world

 • Integrative thinking for the next generation  
 of global business leaders 

You will receive 48 credit points towards the Bachelor of Business or Bachelor of Economics in the 
following majors:  

You will also receive 48 credit points towards the Bachelor of Management.

Program Benefits

 • Bachelor of Business/Bachelor of Arts in International Studies

Or the following UTS combined degree**:

The Diploma of Business can 
be studied at UTS College in 
Sydney or Sri Lanka, or with 
one of our partners in China, 
Indonesia and South Korea. 
For more information visit 
pages 66-67.
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“I love that I work in a 
company where the 
mission is to bring the 
world closer together.”

Maria Margarita
Maldonado
From Bogota, Colombia 

Marketing Manager at  
Facebook for Colombia  
and Peru

UTS business graduate 
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Did you know?
Maria has worked for global 
brands such as Microsoft, Coca 
Cola & American Express.

mystory.uts.edu.au
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Diploma of 
Communication 

36



From day one, you’ll be learning from 
our highly qualified lecturers who also 
bring current industry knowledge in 
gamified, cutting-edge digital and 
social media communication to the 
learning experience. 

i QS World University Subject Rankings 2020

UTS is a global 

TOP 100 
university for Communication 
& Media Studiesi
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Diploma of 
Communication

Message from the Communication  
Program Manager

“Do you dream of being an award winning 
journalist, a film critic or an advertising executive?  
From Journalism to Public Relations and  
Digital Media, your pathway to a sought after  
UTS communication degree begins here.”

Dr Janet Gibson
Program Manager, Communication

BA (Syd), Cert TESOL (UNSWIL),  
Grad Dip Communication (UTS), MEd (UTS),  

MA App Ling (UTS), MA Film and  
Theatre (UNSW), PhD (Macquarie) 

*You will only be required to enter a UTS College Academic English program if you do not meet the English language entry requirements. See page 79.
#This pathway is only available if you achieve the required Grade Point Average (GPA). 
^Based on successful completion of your diploma with no more than two subject failures. The point where you enter into your UTS Bachelor of Communication will depend on your major.

As a successful Diploma of Communication student majoring in either Public Relations or Digital and Social Media, you will 
gain direct entry into the second year of the UTS Bachelor of Communication with 48 credit points awarded towards your 
UTS degree. 

If you wish to study one of the other majors offered in the UTS Bachelor of Communication, the 48 credit points can apply 
to the duration of the degree, allowing for a reduced workload. Journalism and MAP majors can take up to 3 years to 
complete due to their program structures. Entry to all majors at UTS depends on completion of the diploma with no more 
than two subject failures.

Communication pathway into UTS
The pathway you take into UTS will depend on your English language proficiency and academic qualifications.
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UTS Degree 
1st or 2nd Year^Path 

03
Academic English 
(if required)*

Diploma of 
Communication

8, 12 or 16 months

Academic English 
(if required)*Path 

02
UTS  
Foundation Studies

8 or 12 months

Diploma of 
Communication

8, 12 or 16 months

UTS Degree 
1st or 2nd Year^

Path 
01

Academic English 
(if required)*

UTS Degree 
1st Year#

UTS  
Foundation Studies

8 or 12 months

High School 
(Year 12 or 
equivalent)

High School 
(Year 11 or 
equivalent)

High School 
(Year 11 or 
equivalent)



Communication subjects

Semester 1 Semester 2 Semester 3 Semester 4

Public Relations Stream

Accelerated 
Diploma 
CRICOS CODE: 080602M

Total subjects: 6

• Citizenship and 
Communication

• The Ecology of Public 
Communication

• Academic English: 
Communication 
Fundamentals

• Digital Literacies
• Principles of Public 

Relations
• Digital Communities

Standard 
Diploma 
CRICOS CODE: 080601A

Total subjects: 6

• Citizenship and 
Communication

• Academic English: 
Communication 
Fundamentals

• Digital Literacies
• The Ecology of Public 

Communication

• Digital Communities
• Principles of Public 

Relations

Extended 
Diploma 
CRICOS CODE: 080143M

Total subjects: 9

• Academic English 
or Academic 
Communication for 
Diplomaii

• Designing 
Communication

• Object Ecology

• Citizenship and 
Communication

• Academic English: 
Communication 
Fundamentals

• Digital Literacies
• The Ecology of Public 

Communication

• Digital Communities
• Principles of Public 

Relations

Digital and Social Media Stream

Accelerated 
Diploma 
CRICOS CODE: 080602M

Total subjects: 6

• Citizenship and 
Communication

• Digital Communities
• Academic English: 

Communication 
Fundamentals

• Digital Literacies
• Digital Media Metrics
• The Ecology of Public 

Communication

Standard 
Diploma 
CRICOS CODE: 080601A

Total subjects: 6

• Citizenship and 
Communication

• Academic English: 
Communication 
Fundamentals

• Digital Literacies
• Digital Communities

• Digital Media Metrics
• The Ecology of Public 

Communication

Extended 
Diploma 
CRICOS CODE: 080143M

Total subjects: 9

• Academic English or 
Academic Communication 
for Diplomaii

• Designing Communication
• Object Ecology

• Citizenship and 
Communication

• Academic English: 
Communication 
Fundamentals

• Digital Literacies
• Digital Communities

• Digital Media Metrics
• The Ecology of Public 

Communication

^ Based on no more than two subject failures. Entry into the second year of UTS is only for Public Communication or Digital and Social Media Majors. For other majors,  
   the 48 credit points apply to the duration of the degree, allowing for a reduced workload.  
ii You will be placed in either Academic English (ACEN001) or Academic Communication for Diploma (ACCO001) based on your level of English. If you are enrolled in Academic English (ACEN001)  
    in the first semester of your program, you must successfully complete the subject before progressing into further subjects. 
**For the majority of double degrees, the GPA score can be higher than that of a single degree. You can apply to study a double degree but there is no guaranteed articulation.

 • Public Communication

 • Digital and Social Media

 • Journalism

 • Media Arts and Production

 • Social and Political Sciences

 • Creative Writing

 • 48 credit points guaranteed^

 • UTS subjects adapted to support  
 UTS College students

 • Industry guest speakers

 • Real-world assessments

 • Access to the latest technology-enabled  
 learning

You will receive 48 credit points towards the UTS Bachelor of Communication in the following majors^: 

 • International Studies  • Law

A double degree combining one of the above majors** with:

Program Benefits
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“All the soft skills that I 
learned at UTS College are 
among the most valuable 
assets I now have.”

Kittie Kan
From Hong Kong 

Senior Brand Manager  
at Mattel Inc.

UTS communication graduate 
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Did you know?
Whilst studying at UTS, Kittie 
landed a role as a part-time 
program host and marketing 
assistant at 2ac Chinese Radio. 

mystory.uts.edu.au
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Diploma of 
Design & 
Architecture  
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Our program is packed with 
opportunities to explore your design 
passion whether it’s architecture, 
interiors, animation, graphics, 
products or fashion. The diploma 
culminates in a work-ready portfolio 
and collaborative final exhibition.

i QS World University Subject Rankings 2020

UTS is a global  

TOP 25 
university for Art and Design 
and Top 100 for Architecturei
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Diploma of  
Design & Architecture

*You will only be required to enter a UTS College Academic English program if you do not meet the English language entry requirements. See page 79. 
#This pathway is only available if you achieve the required Grade Point Average (GPA). 
^Based on successful completion of your diploma with no more than two subject failures.

Message from the Design & Architecture   
Program Manager

“Are you inspired by creativity? Does 
experimenting with original concepts and 
ideas excite you? Would you like to one day 
work with large structures and spaces? From 
interior architecture to fashion and textiles, your 
pathway to UTS’s cutting-edge Faculty of Design, 
Architecture and Building begins here.”

Dr Alex Su
Program Manager, Design & Architecture

BA(Hons) (UQ), PhD (UTS)

As a Diploma of Design & Architecture student you will gain direct entry into first-year of the UTS Bachelor of Design or 
Bachelor of Architecture, provided you successfully complete your diploma with no more than two subject failures. You will 
also be awarded 36 credit points towards your UTS degree. 

Design & Architecture pathway into UTS
The pathway you take into UTS will depend on your English language proficiency and academic qualifications.
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UTS Degree  
1st Year^ Path 

03
Academic English 
(if required)*

Diploma of  
Design & Architecture

8, 12 or 16 months

Academic English 
(if required)*Path 

02
UTS  
Foundation Studies

8 or 12 months

Diploma of  
Design & Architecture

8, 12 or 16 months

UTS Degree  
1st Year^ 

Path 
01

Academic English 
(if required)*

UTS Degree 
1st Year# 

UTS  
Foundation Studies

8 or 12 months

High School 
(Year 12 or 
equivalent)

High School 
(Year 11 or 
equivalent)

High School 
(Year 11 or 
equivalent)



Design & Architecture subjects

Semester 1 Semester 2 Semester 3 Semester 4

Design Stream

Accelerated 
Diploma 
CRICOS CODE: 082795C

Total subjects: 7

• Social Media Cultures
• Researching  

Design Histories
• Design Workflows
• Academic and Design 

Communication 

• Design Futuring
• Design Project
• Thinking Through 

Design

Standard 
Diploma 
CRICOS CODE: 082796B

Total subjects: 7

• Social Media Cultures
• Researching  

Design Histories
• Academic and Design 

Communication 

• Design Futuring
• Design Workflows
• Thinking Through 

Design 

• Design Project

Extended 
Diploma 
CRICOS CODE: 080144K

Total subjects: 10

• Designing 
Communication

• Object Ecology
• Academic 

Communication

• Social Media Cultures
• Researching Design 

Histories 
• Academic and Design 

Communication

• Design Futuring
• Design Workflows
• Thinking Through 

Design 

• Design Project

Architecture Stream 

Accelerated 
Diploma 
CRICOS CODE: 082795C

Total subjects:7

• Academic and Design 
Communication 

• Architecture 
Communications

• Orientations
• Architecture 

Modelmaking

• Situated Writing
• Architecture Studio
• Spatial Communications

Standard 
Diploma 
CRICOS CODE: 082796B

Total subjects: 7

• Academic and Design 
Communication

• Architecture 
Communications

• Orientations

• Architecture 
Modelmaking

• Situated Writing
• Spatial Communications

• Architecture Studio 

Extended 
Diploma 
CRICOS CODE: 080144K

Total subjects: 10

• Object Ecology
• Designing 

Communication 
• Academic English 

OR Academic 
Communication

• Academic and Design 
Communication 

• Architecture 
Communications 

• Orientations

• Architecture 
Modelmaking

• Situated Writing 
• Spatial Communications

• Architecture Studio 

^Based on successful completion of your diploma with no more than two subject failures. 

 • Architecture
 • Interior Architecture
 • Animation

 • Product Design
 • Fashion and Textiles
 • Visual Communication

 • 36 credit points guaranteed^

 • Entry into first-year UTS with a reduced study load^

 • Studio-based learning

 • Curate your own design exhibition

 • A choice of two streams —  
 a Design stream or an Architecture stream

 • Make use of industry recognised design  
 and architecture software

You will receive 36 credit points towards any of the following UTS Bachelor of Design degrees in^:

Program Benefits
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“Be open to challenges.
It’s often these 
challenges that help  
to define who you are.”

Robby Tjia
From Surabaya, Indonesia

Senior Womenswear Designer  
at Kenzo.

UTS design graduate 
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Did you know?
Robby has designed dresses for 
Beyoncé and Michelle Obama.

mystory.uts.edu.au
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Diploma of 
Engineering
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Engineering makes the world go 
around, from saving lives with medical 
devices to solving sanitation issues 
for remote communities. 

Rewarding, challenging and fun, our 
Diploma of Engineering is the perfect 
preparation to embark on a career in 
engineering.

i QS World University Subject Rankings 2020

UTS is a global  

TOP 100 
university for Civil Engineering 
and Electrical Engineeringi
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Diploma of 
Engineering

*You will only be required to enter a UTS College Academic English program if you do not meet the English language entry requirements. See page 79. 
#This pathway is only available if you achieve the required Grade Point Average (GPA). 
^Based on successful completion of your diploma with no more than two subject failures.

Message from the Engineering  
Program Manager

“Want a career that changes lives? Searching for 
answers to how things work? Enjoy solving problems? 
Our Diploma of Engineering is perfect if you’re looking 
for a future career with opportunities to travel, have 
fun and experience diverse employment.”

Jasmine Cheng 
Program Manager, Engineering and IT 

BCom (IS) (UoW), MICT (UoW)

As a Diploma of Engineering student you will gain direct entry into the second year of the UTS Bachelor of Engineering 
(Honours), provided you successfully complete your diploma with no more than two subject failures. You will also be 
awarded 48 credit points towards your UTS degree.

Engineering pathway into UTS
The pathway you take into UTS will depend on your English language proficiency and academic qualifications.
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UTS Degree 
2nd Year^Path 

03
Academic English 
(if required)*

Diploma of 
Engineering

8, 12 or 16 months

Academic English 
(if required)*Path 

02
UTS  
Foundation Studies

8 or 12 months

Diploma of 
Engineering

8, 12 or 16 months

UTS Degree 
2nd Year^

Path 
01

Academic English 
(if required)*

UTS Degree 
1st Year#

UTS  
Foundation Studies

8 or 12 months

High School 
(Year 12 or 
equivalent)

High School 
(Year 11 or 
equivalent)

High School 
(Year 11 or 
equivalent)



Engineering subjects

 • 48 credit points guaranteed^

 • Subjects are equivalent to UTS first-year subjects

 • Learn in collaborative learning spaces that  
 support group work

 • Hands-on and practice-based learning 

 • Industry networking opportunities

UTS also offers the Diploma in Professional Engineering Practice which includes two six-month internships along 
with all of the above Engineering majors.  

Required Knowledge: The UTS College Diploma of Engineering accelerated (2 semester) and standard (3 semester) program is offered to students who have successfully completed Year 12 (or 
international equivalent) subjects in Mathematics and Physics. Chemistry is recommended only for the Biomedical major and Civil & Environmental major. (Students who do not meet the admission 
requirements may be considered for the extended program (4 semesters). The extended program includes three additional enabling subjects to ensure students have the core fundamentals before 
progressing onto more advanced subjects.) Students who attained their secondary education in a country other than Australia must have completed equivalent Mathematics subjects (plus Physics) 
in year 12, in order to qualify for the accelerated and standard program. 

Program Benefits

The Diploma of Engineering  
can be studied at UTS College in 
Sydney or Sri Lanka, or with our 
partner college in Indonesia. For 
more information visit  
pages 66-67.

 • Biomedical

 • Civil

 • Civil (Construction)

 • Civil and Environmental

 • Civil (Structures)

 • Data Engineering 

 • Electrical

 • Electrical and Electronic

 • Electronic

 • Flexible

 • Mechanical

 • Mechanical and Mechatronic

 • Mechatronic

 • Software Engineering 

You will receive 48 credit points towards the UTS Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in the following majors^: 

Semester 1 Semester 2 Semester 3 Semester 4

Accelerated 
Diploma 
CRICOS CODE: 070305C

Total subjects: 8

• Introduction to Technical 
Communication

• Mathematical Modelling 1*
• Physical Modelling
• Introduction to Civil and 

Environmental Engineering

• Mathematical  
Modelling 2**

• Network Fundamentals
• Engineering 

Computations**
• Introduction to Electrical 

and Electronic Engineering

Standard 
Diploma 
CRICOS CODE: 070304D

Total subjects: 8

• Introduction to Technical 
Communication

• Foundation Mathematics 
OR Mathematical  
Modelling 1*

• Physical Modelling

• Introduction to Civil and 
Environmental Engineering

• Mathematical Modelling 1* 
OR Mathematical  
Modelling 2**

• Network Fundamentals

• Mathematical Modelling 
2** OR Engineering 
Computations**

• Introduction to Electrical 
and Electronic Engineering

Extended 
Diploma 
CRICOS CODE: 080145J

Total subjects: 11

• Introduction to 
Mathematics

• Introduction to Science
• Academic English or 

Academic Communication 
for Diploma#

• Introduction to Technical 
Communication

• Foundation Mathematics
• Physical Modelling

• Introduction to Civil and 
Environmental Engineering

• Mathematical Modelling 1*
• Network Fundamentals

• Mathematical  
Modelling 2**

• Introduction to Electrical 
and Electronic Engineering

^Based on successful completion of your diploma with the required Grade Point Average (GPA) and depending on the program you choose – this excludes double majors.
* Prerequisite subject is Foundation Mathematics or satisfactory Mathematics Readiness Test.
** Prerequisite subject is Mathematical Modelling 1.
# You will be placed in either Academic English (ACEN001) or Academic Communication for Diploma (ACCO001) based on your level of English. If you are enrolled in Academic English (ACEN001) in  
   the first semester of your program, you must successfully complete the subject before progressing into further subjects.

All students in the Diploma of Engineering will have to complete Mathematical Modelling 1 and Mathematical Modelling 2 at UTS College. The program information is correct at time of printing,  
please visit our website for the latest details at utscollege.edu.au 
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“It’s ok to fail. Many 
people give up because 
they lose the passion 
but you have to keep 
going. That kind of 
attitude moves you 
forward.”

Hoang Dao Xuan
From Hanoi, Vietnam 

Founder & CEO of  
Monkey Junior

UTS engineering graduate 
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Did you know?
Monkey Junior is the no. 1 
downloaded learn-to-read 
app in both the App Store and 
Google Play!

mystory.uts.edu.au
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Diploma of 
Information 
Technology
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We’re nurturing tomorrow’s IT  
pioneers; from web designers to 
software engineers and application 
architects. Our program develops your 
skills in different aspects of computing 
and information technology, with 
options to gain in-depth knowledge 
alongside your core subjects.

i QS World University Subject Rankings 2020

UTS is a global  

TOP 100 
university for Computer 
Science and Information 
Systemsi
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Diploma of  
Information Technology

Message from the Information 
Technology Program Manager

“Does future-focused technology ignite your 
interest? Do you have a passion for computers? 
Are you curious to discover how things work? As 
tomorrows web designer, software engineer or 
app developer, take your first step today with a 
UTS Information Technology degree.”

Jasmine Cheng 
Program Manager, Engineering and IT 

BCom (IS) (UoW), MICT (UoW)

*You will only be required to enter a UTS College Academic English program if you do not meet the English language entry requirements. See page 79.
#This pathway is only available if you achieve the required Grade Point Average (GPA).
^Based on successful completion of your diploma with no more than two subject failures.

As a Diploma of Information Technology student you will gain direct entry into the second year of the UTS Bachelor of 
Science in Information Technology or Bachelor of Business, Bachelor of Science in Information Technology (combined 
degree) provided you successfully complete the diploma with no more than two subject failures. You will also be awarded 
48 credit points towards your UTS bachelor degree. 

Information Technology pathway into UTS
The pathway you take into UTS will depend on your English language proficiency and academic qualifications.
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2nd Year^Path 

03
Academic English 
(if required)*

Diploma of   
Information Technology

8, 12 or 16 months

Academic English 
(if required)*Path 

02
UTS  
Foundation Studies

8 or 12 months

Diploma of   
Information Technology

8, 12 or 16 months

UTS Degree 
2nd Year^

Path 
01

Academic English 
(if required)*

UTS Degree 
1st Year#

UTS  
Foundation Studies

8 or 12 months

High School 
(Year 12 or 
equivalent)

High School 
(Year 11 or 
equivalent)

High School 
(Year 11 or 
equivalent)



Information Technology subjects

Semester 1 Semester 2 Semester 3 Semester 4

Accelerated 
Diploma 
CRICOS CODE: 070299G

Total subjects: 8

• Introduction to Technical 
Communication

• Introduction to Information 
Systems

• Programming 
Fundamentals

• Web Systems

• Applications Programmingi

• Business Requirements 
Modellingiii

• Networking Essentials

• Database Fundamentalsi

Standard 
Diploma 
CRICOS CODE: 053604M

Total subjects: 8

• Introduction to Technical 
Communication

• Introduction to Information 
Systems

• Programming 
Fundamentals

• Web Systems

• Applications Programmingi

• Business Requirements 
Modellingiii

• Networking Essentials

• Database Fundamentalsi

Extended 
Diploma 
CRICOS CODE: 080146G

Total subjects: 11

• IT Essentials

• Programming

• Academic English or 
Academic Communication 
for Diplomaii

• Introduction to Technical 
Communication

• Introduction to Information 
Systems

• Programming 
Fundamentals

• Web Systems

• Applications Programmingi

• Business Requirements 
Modellingiii

• Networking Essentials

• Database Fundamentalsi

i  Pre-requisite: Programming Fundamentals. 
ii You will be placed in either Academic English (ACEN001) or Academic Communication for Diploma (ACCO001) based on your level of English. If you are enrolled in Academic English (ACEN001)  
    in the first semester of your program, you must successfully complete the subject before progressing into further subjects.
iii  Pre-requisite: Introduction to Information Systems. 
^ Based on successful completion of your diploma with no more than two subject failures. 
**Please note that for the majority of combined degrees, the GPA can be higher than that of a single degree.

 • Between 42-48 credit points guaranteed^

 • Technology-enabled activities

 • Gain practical experience while you study

 • Continuous updates to keep pace with  
 technologies and industry trends

 • Business and Science in Information Technology  
 (combined degree)**

 • Science in Information Technology and  
 Diploma in IT Professional Practice 

 • Science in Information Technology

 • Games Development

 • Computing Science (Honours)

You will receive between 42-48 credit points depending on the UTS degree you choose, towards the 
following UTS bachelor degrees^:

Program Benefits

The Diploma of Information 
Technology can be studied 
at UTS College in Sydney 
or Sri Lanka, or with one of 
our partners in South Korea 
and Indonesia. For more 
information visit pages  
66-67. 
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“Take the time to 
identify your passion 
and strengths. It’ll help 
you to discover the 
direction that’s right 
for you – and pay off 
in the long run. ”

Terry Kwon
From Seoul, South Korea 

CEO & CTO  
at Gix Entertainment 

UTS information  
technology graduate 
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Did you know?
By age 10, Terry had successfully 
taught himself how to code. 

mystory.uts.edu.au
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Diploma of 
Science
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The Diploma of Science is designed 
to empower you to apply scientific 
thinking and analysis to important 
issues impacting the world today.

Your work as a scientist has the 
potential to change the future and 
help solve some of the challenges 
humanity faces.

i QS World University Subject Rankings 2020

UTS is a global 

TOP 150 
university for  
Environmental Sciencesi
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Diploma of 
Science

Message from the Science  
Program Manager

“Do you have a curious mind? Are you drawn to 
solving problems and asking deeper questions? 
Science opens the door to a world of possibilities, 
from biomedical science to chemistry or forensic 
analysis. The Diploma of Science provides the 
knowledge and skills required to unlock the next 
level of learning – a UTS Science degree, followed 
by a multitude of career options.”

*You will only be required to enter a UTS College Academic English program if you do not meet the English language entry requirements. See page 79.
#This pathway is only available if you achieve the required Grade Point Average (GPA). 
^Based on successful completion of your diploma with no more than two subject failures. The point where you enter into your UTS Bachelor of Science will depend on your major.

As a Diploma of Science student you will gain direct entry into the second year of the UTS Bachelor of Science provided 
you successfully complete the diploma with no more than two subject failures. You will also be awarded up to 48 credit 
points towards your UTS degree.

Science pathway into UTS
The pathway you take into UTS will depend on your English language proficiency and academic qualifications.

Justin Chu  
Program Manager, Science

BSc (1st Class Hons), M.Phil, PGDE
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03
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Diploma of Science
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Academic English 
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UTS  
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01
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1st Year#

UTS 
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8 or 12 months
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equivalent)

High School 
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equivalent)

High School 
(Year 11 or 
equivalent)



Science subjects
Semester 1 Semester 2 Semester 3 Semester 4

Life Sciences Stream

Accelerated 
Diploma 
CRICOS CODE: 070302F

Total subjects: 9

• Academic & Technical 
Communication

• Chemistry 1
• Physical Aspects of 

Nature
• Principles of Scientific 

Practice
• Cell Biology and Genetics

• Chemistry 2
• Statistical Design and 

Analysis
• Human Anatomy and 

Physiology
• Biocomplexity

Standard 
Diploma 
CRICOS CODE: 070301G

Total subjects: 9

• Academic & Technical 
Communication

• Chemistry 1
• Principles of Scientific 

Practice

• Chemistry 2
• Physical Aspects of 

Nature
• Cell Biology and 

Genetics

• Human Anatomy and 
Physiology

• Biocomplexity
• Statistical Design and 

Analysis

Extended 
Diploma 
CRICOS CODE: 080147G

Total subjects: 12

• Introduction to 
Mathematics

• Introduction to Science
• Academic English or 

Academic Communication 
for Diplomaii

• Academic & Technical 
Communication

• Chemistry 1
• Principles of Scientific 

Practice

• Chemistry 2
• Physical Aspects of 

Nature
• Cell Biology and 

Genetics

• Human Anatomy and 
Physiology

• Biocomplexity
• Statistical Design and 

Analysis

Physical Sciences Stream

Accelerated 
Diploma 
CRICOS CODE: 070302F

Total subjects: 9

• Academic & Technical 
Communication

• Chemistry 1
• Physical Aspects of 

Nature
• Principles of Scientific 

Practice
• Foundation Mathematics

• Chemistry 2
• Mathematical Modelling 1
• Physics in Action
• Introduction to Materials

Standard 
Diploma 
CRICOS CODE: 070301G

Total subjects: 9

• Academic & Technical 
Communication

• Chemistry 1
• Principles of Scientific 

Practice

• Chemistry 2
• Physical Aspects of 

Nature
• Foundation 

Mathematics

• Mathematical Modelling 1
• Physics in Action
• Introduction to Materials

Extended 
Diploma 
CRICOS CODE: 080147G

Total subjects: 12

• Introduction to 
Mathematics

• Introduction to Science
• Academic English or 

Academic Communication 
for Diplomaii

• Academic & Technical 
Communication

• Chemistry 1
• Principles of Scientific 

Practice

• Chemistry 2
• Physical Aspects of 

Nature
• Foundation 

Mathematics

• Mathematical Modelling 1
• Physics in Action
• Introduction to Materials

ii You will be placed in either Academic English (ACEN001) or Academic Communication for Diploma (ACCO001) based on your level of English. If you are enrolled in Academic English (ACEN001)  
   in the first semester of your program, you must successfully complete the subject before progressing into further subjects.
^Based on successful completion of your diploma with no more than two subject failures.

Program Benefits
 • Up to 48 credit points guaranteed^

 • Choice of two streams —  
 Life Sciences or Physical Sciences 
 • Open the door to a wide range of specialist  

 undergraduate science degrees
 • Focus on scientific theories applicable to the real world 
 • Engage with hands-on practices that prepare  

 you for a successful STEM career

 • Advanced Science
 • Biomedical Physics 
 • Biotechnology

 • Environmental Biology
 • Forensic Science 
 • Marine Biology

 • Medical Science 
 • Science 

You will receive 48 credit points towards the following UTS bachelor degrees^:

 • Applied physics 
 • Biomedical Science 

 • Biotechnology
 • Chemistry 

 • Environmental Sciences
 • Nanotechnology

You will receive 48 credit points towards the UTS Bachelor of Science in the following majors^:

 • Science in Analytics  
 (24 credit points)

 • Science  
 (Majors: Mathematics or Statistics) (24 credit points) 

You will also receive specified credit points towards the following UTS bachelor degrees in:
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“Surround yourself 
with supportive and 
positive people. 
The reward will be 
greater than you 
can imagine.”

Erandi Liyanage
From Colombo, Sri Lanka 

Research Assistant at Kolling 
Institute of Medical Research, 
Royal North Shore Hospital 

UTS science graduate 
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Did you know?
Erandi has worked on early 
detection biomarkers 
and treatment drugs for 
neurogenetics diseases, 
such as Parkinsons and 
movement disorders. 
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CHINA

Myanmar

VIETNAM

SOUTH KOREA
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A U S T R A L I A

Beijing

Guangzhou

Shanghai

Seoul

Yangon

Hanoi

Ho Chi Minh City

Jakarta

Sydney

Sri Lanka
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07

01

02

08

09

Choose where 
to start your 
study 
Start your UTS journey closer to 
home or right here in Sydney. 

• Academic English
• Diploma of Business

• Diploma of Information Technology

UTS College in Sri Lanka

UTS College in Sydney, Australia

01

03

04

05

ENGLISH CENTRE

06

07

UIG ENGLISH
08

09

02

• Academic English
• UTS Foundation Studies
• Diploma of Business
• Diploma of Communication 

 

• Diploma of Design & Architecture
• Diploma of Engineering
• Diploma of Information Technology
• Diploma of Science

• Academic English
• UTS Foundation Studies
• Diploma of Business

• Diploma of Engineering
• Diploma of Information Technology

EIC Academy in Guangzhou and Beijing, China
• Academic English

Sydney Institute of Language and Commerce in Shanghai, China 
• Academic English
• Diploma of Business

ACET in Ho Chi Minh City and Hanoi, Vietnam 
• Academic English

AEC English Centre in Yangon, Myanmar
• Academic English

IEN Institute in Seoul, South Korea 

UIG English in Jakarta, Indonesia 
• Academic English

UIC College in Jakarta, Indonesia
• Diploma of Business
• Diploma of Engineering
• Diploma of Information Technology

International programs
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For the latest information on our 
educational partners and range of 
programs available outside of  
Australia, please see 

utscollege.edu.au/international-partners
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Study 
expectations

Workload
On average, students take four subjects per semester 
with a maximum of 24 face-to-face teaching hours per 
week. However, there are differences based on whether 
your program is accelerated, standard or extended. 

Study time
As a full-time student, you should spend about 35-40 
hours a week on your studies, made up of equal face-to-
face or online class time and self-study. Expect to spend 
around two hours each night for completing assignments 
and reviewing material.

Learning experience 
Our specialised curriculum focuses on collaboration and 
teamwork. That means you’ll often work with a group to 
complete assessments. If you’re not used to this style of 
learning, we’re here to help you adjust so you can get the 
best preparation possible for your career.

Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)
As part of our technology-enhanced learning approach, 
you need to bring your own device (BYOD) to use in your 
classes. Please visit utscollege.edu.au/current-students 
and review the IT support page for further information.
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Study management 
Attend and participate in class, ask questions, and 
get involved in discussions to help you gather all the 
information you need for your assignments. Stay 
organised and keep a calendar of your assessment due  
dates. Try to allow yourself at least two weeks to work  
on each one.

Most importantly, don’t be afraid to seek help when  
you need it. We’re here to help you with anything you  
may need.

Class schedule
Classes are scheduled from Monday to Saturday  
between 9am and 8pm. You’ll also have time in  
your schedule to make new friends and explore  
all that UTS College and Sydney have to offer.

Our knowledgeable enrolment officers will help  
you to enrol and register your classes. You can also 
contact the Student Centre for assistance. 
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Learning support

Study success sessions 

During Orientation and Academic Preparation Week,  
you will attend study success workshops. In these 
workshops, you learn how to manage your time and  
get the most out of your lectures and tutorials. 

Higher Education Language and 
Presentation Support (HELPS) Centre 

With free weekly one-on-one learning support sessions 
for Academic English students, you’ll feel better 
prepared for your assessments and exams. The HELPS 
Centre also runs activities such as:

 • Speaking groups 

 • Short film discussion groups 

 • Learning assistance sessions 

 • Teaching support

One-on-one learning tutors

We offer free weekly one-on-one learning support 
sessions in both Academic Writing and Mathematics, 
which will help to prepare you for assessments and 
exams. 

Subject Coordinator consultation 

If you have problems with a specific subject, our Subject 
Coordinators can assist you during weekly drop-in 
sessions, or online.  

Study skills workshops

During the semester we offer free weekly academic 
study skills workshops, which will help you to manage 
your study load, understand how to write your 
assessments and prepare for your exams. 

Peer support in the classroom

Selected peer helpers work closely with the classroom 
teacher to provide you with additional support. Peer 
helpers may assist with group activities and help you to 
understand what is required to pass assignments. 

Peer mentoring

We understand that moving overseas to study can feel 
daunting. Our International Student Mentoring Program 
(ISMP) is in place to empower you to stay academically 
motivated, whilst making the most of your time in 
Sydney. 

Our student peer mentors will help you to settle into your 
program, understand the culture and make new friends. 

Student 
support 
services and 
facilities 

Message from the  
Study Success Adviser Team Leader

“Starting the journey of your university education at  
UTS College marks a new chapter in your life. It is 
exciting, empowering and at the same time challenging. 
All of these experiences will equip and enhance your life 
after university. 

Study Success Advisers are your helping hands during 
this journey. We can assist you by providing advice, 
support and referral services to help you stay on track 
and progress in your studies.”

Zoe Wang 
Study Success Adviser Team Leader

BA Information and Library Science (Wuhan University),  
Grad Dip Information Technology (Swinburne),  

Grad Dip Secondary Teaching (Monash) M Ed (Sheffield University)
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Student Centre
If you need help with general enquiries, you can visit the 
Student Centre. They can assist you with confirmation of 
enrolment, public transport information, certificates and 
transcripts, updating your contact details, paying your 
fees, accommodation assistance and visa enquiries. 

Facilities 

Experience the latest technology

You’ll have access to up-to-date student computer 
labs and high-speed wireless internet throughout the 
campus. 

You can enjoy studying in modern buildings that house 
cutting-edge facilities, labs and working spaces 
designed for collaboration and effective learning.

Access a world-class library

As an academic student, you can use the UTS library, 
which has thousands of online and physical resources 
just waiting for you. In fact, the innovative robotic Library 
Retrieval System provides access to more than 900,000 
books, so you can find information and resources quickly 
and easily.

Bring Your Own Device (BYOD)

As part of our technology-enhanced learning approach, 
you need to bring your own device (BYOD) to use in your 
classes. Please visit utscollege.edu.au/current-students 
and review the IT support page for further information.

Ongoing academic support

Dedicated Study Success Advisers

Study Success Advisers can offer you support and 
advice on your studies, so you know what you need to do 
to meet your program requirements and stay on track. 
If you have any difficulties that may affect your studies, 
ask your Study Success Adviser for help.

Welfare and Accommodation 
support
We have a team in place that can offer you support and 
advice on accommodation matters. If you're looking for a 
Homestay host or an accommodation provider, our team 
can help you.

Counselling services

If you ever need to talk to someone about academic 
progress, study, finance or personal problems, UTS 
offers confidential counselling. A counsellor is also on 
campus each week, which means you can have private 
conversations if you need some help. 

Other services

Security

Your safety and security is our priority. We provide 
security in all our buildings to offer immediate help if you 
ever need it.

Prayer rooms

You can worship in privacy on campus at our dedicated 
multi-faith prayer rooms.

Health services

You can access health and medical assistance at the 
UTS Health Service. 
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Student 
activities

Activities Club

You’ll love our free Activities Club and will find it a fun way 
to make new friends. Get involved in exciting activities, 
such as movie nights, barbecues, sports competitions, 
music, excursions and more.

When you join the Activities Club, you become part of 
a community that improves the wellbeing of students. 
Together, we encourage learning, celebrate success 
and connect you with like-minded people to create new 
friendships and build a thriving community. It will be a 
highlight of your learning journey!

To find out more, please visit  
utscollege.edu.au/clubs-and-activities 

Make new friends for life and 
thrive in a new social scene

University clubs with ActivateUTS 

Enjoy photography, languages, sport, raising money for 
charity or helping the environment? ActivateUTS has 
something for everyone. There are hundreds of social 
clubs, events and sporting activities you can join with 
other students from across the university. What activities 
would you like to try? 

As a UTS College student, you receive discounts at 
all ActivateUTS outlets, including the bars, cafes and 
eateries. 

To find out more, please visit 
activateuts.com.au
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Volunteering

Giving back is rewarding. You can be a student volunteer 
and become part of the valuable team that helps new 
students settle in. Your efforts really do make a positive 
difference to students and help to make their arrival 
smoother. You’ll make new friendships — and build 
connections — that last a lifetime. Volunteers participate 
in a great training program, and you gain experience that 
helps you in your professional life after university.

Student Advisory Groups

We have designated Student Advisory Groups for each 
of our programs. The groups meets with our Program 
Managers and teachers on a regular basis to discuss 
topics such as current policies, procedures and 
recommendations to improve the student experience. 
It’s a great way for you to have a voice in your education.  

Student Ambassadors

Welcome to My Unilife – where you can hear from current 
students on their own personal experience of attending 
UTS College. Chat with them directly online or check out 
what they have been up to in their latest social posts.

utsinsearch.com
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Scholarships 
and prizes

International student scholarships
Helping students to succeed is at the heart of everything 
we do. You should be rewarded for your hard work and 
dedication when you achieve excellent academic results. 
That’s why we offer special scholarships to our top 
international students.

Some of the scholarships on offer include:

Dianne Leckie Memorial Scholarship

The Dianne Leckie Memorial Scholarship is awarded 
annually to an outstanding international student. Eligible 
students must have completed the UTS College Diploma 
of Business and enrolled in the Bachelor of Business at 
UTS. The Dianne Leckie Memorial Scholarship is awarded 
to students who have shown exceptional academic 
achievement and personal qualities, and covers two 
years tuition in the UTS Bachelor of Business program 
along with overseas health cover and other benefits. The 
scholarship value is more than A$50,000. 

The scholarship is in memory of Dianne Leckie, who 
served on the Insearch Limited Board and UTS Council.  
It celebrates her commitment to higher education.

UTS College to UTS Pathway Scholarship

This scholarship has been designed to support high 
achieving international students who are currently 
studying a diploma at UTS College, and wish to 
continue at UTS. Six scholarships are awarded each 
year to international students who have achieved high 
academic success and show motivation to succeed. 
The scholarship covers half of the cost of a students’ 
tuition fees for the duration of a standard undergraduate 
program at UTS. 

Prizes
As well as awarding scholarships to our high achievers, 
we love to celebrate them as well! Prizes are awarded  
to students studying UTS College diplomas and the  
UTS Foundation Studies program. 

More than $200,000 in prizes is awarded each year.

Dean’s Merit and Outstanding  
Graduate Prizes

Each semester, we celebrate success with the Dean’s 
Merit Prize. This prize is awarded to students who 
achieve the highest Grade Point Average (GPA) in the 
first semester for each program. To be considered for 
this prize, you must be studying a diploma program or  
UTS Foundation Studies.

The Outstanding Graduate Prize is awarded to the 
students who achieve the highest GPA overall at the end 
of their program.

For more information about our 
scholarships and prizes, please visit 

utscollege.edu.au/scholarships
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“Knowing how proud 
my parents are of my 
achievement is the greatest 
feeling! I've since invested 
my prize into a life long 
dream of mine – to become 
a Lab Scientist and work in 
medical research.” 
Amshuma Rayamajhi  
From Gulmi, Nepal

Diploma of Science student and  
UTS College Outstanding Graduate Prize winner and 
UTS College to UTS Pathways Scholarship recipient 75



Accommodation 
in Sydney

You can choose from a variety of accommodation 
options while you study at UTS College. Whether it’s a 
family home, a unit by the beach or student housing in 
the UTS precinct, Sydney offers many options.

Student accommodation 

A great range of student accommodation options is 
available within easy reach of UTS College. This is a 
popular choice for students who want to be part of a 
student community and experience city living. Student 
accommodation providers include (but are not limited to) 
Urbanest, Iglu, Link2 Student Living and UniLodge.

For more information, contact the  
Student Accommodation team at  
accommodation@insearch.edu.au or visit  
utscollege.edu.au/accommodation 

Exclusive Urbanest offer for  
UTS College students

UTS College, in partnership with Urbanest, offers 
high-quality and safe accommodation options, all 
conveniently located in the city, near our campus and 
at a reduced rate — for both over and under 18’s. You’ll 
benefit from a Sydney airport pickup, welcome pack 
and household items to help you settle in. Sharing 
accommodation with your fellow classmates helps to 
create a fun community away from campus.

For more information contact the Urbanest 
accommodation team at enquiries@urbanest.com.au  
or visit the below pages to view the deals.

Under 18 Students: 
utscollege.edu.au/accommodation-under-18

Over 18 Students: 
utscollege.edu.au/accommodation-over-18

Accommodation
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Homestay

If you are new to Australia you can apply to live with 
a Homestay family. Living with a local family is a great 
way for you to experience life in Australia and practise 
your spoken English. All Homestay families have been 
specially chosen to ensure that a safe and supportive 
home environment is provided. Each home is within 
45−60 minutes travelling time from campus, in a variety 
of locations around Sydney.

Other options

Renting and house sharing are also popular options. 
The UTS Housing Service provides a listing of available 
private properties, which includes share houses, 
apartments, studios and rooms if you want to live 
independently. The service is free of charge and 
accommodation agents can provide assistance before 
you arrive in Sydney.

Please note: If you are an international student 
under the age of 18 and your accommodation and 
welfare arrangements have not been approved by the 
Department of Home Affairs, you are required to live in 
accommodation approved by UTS College.

Find out more about accommodation options  
by visiting our website:  
insearch.edu/current-students/support/accommodation
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Academic English  
program entry 
requirements

The right level of English

The duration of your Academic English program depends on 
your level of English language proficiency upon entry and 
your intended pathway.

Before you begin your UTS College Academic English 
program, UTS undergraduate or post graduate degree, you 
will need to find out if you have the appropriate English 
language skills.

If you have a current IELTS, TOEFL or PTE (Academic) 
score (with the test date within 12 months of the program 
commencement date), refer to the table on page 19. The 
table indicates which level of English and the minimum 
number of weeks of Academic English you will need to 
study before you commence your academic studies.

Having an IELTS, TOEFL or PTE (Academic) result will assist 
in estimating the duration of your English language studies 
for UTS Foundation Studies, UTS College diplomas and UTS 
degree programs. 

UTS College placement test

If you do not have a current IELTS, TOEFL or PTE (Academic) 
result and plan on undertaking Academic English prior to 
commencing your academic studies, you will need to sit an 
English placement test. This is conducted at all UTS College 
agents’ offices or on the morning of the first day  
of term.

Assessment

You will sit an exam at the end of each level of  
our Academic English programs. Your result in this  
exam will be used to determine your progression  
to the next Academic English level.
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English language  
entry requirements

Extended (3 semesters − 12 months) Standard (2 semesters − 8 months)

IELTS (Academic) Overall 5.5 with minimum 5.0 in writing Overall 5.5 with minimum 5.0 in all bands

Linguaskill 162 and above 162 and above

TOEFL-PB 525 TWE 4.0 525 TWE 4.0

TOEFL-CB 197 TWE 4.0 197 TWE 4.0

TOFEL-iBT 58 with 16 in writing 58 with 16 in writing

TOEFL-iBT Special Home 
Edition Test

58 with 16 in writing 58 with 16 in writing

UTS College  
Academic English

AEL3 with pass grade AEL3 with pass grade

Pearson Test of English 
PTE (Academic)

Overall 46, with a minimum of 38 for writing Overall 46, with a minimum of 38 for speaking, 
listening, reading and writing

UTS Foundation Studies

UTS College diplomas

Information for students who have completed high school in Australia

Extended Diploma 
(4 semesters − 16 months)

Standard Diploma  
(3 semesters − 12 months) 

Accelerated Diploma  
(2 semesters − 8 months)

IELTS (Academic) Overall 5.5 with minimum 5.0 in 
all bands 

Overall 6.0 with 6.0 in writing Overall 6.0 with 6.0 in writing

Linguaskill 162 and above 169 and above 169 and above

TOEFL-PB 525 TWE 4.0 550 TWE 4.5 550 TWE 4.5

TOEFL-CB 197 TWE 4.0 213 TWE 4.5 213 TWE 4.5

TOFEL-iBT 58 with 16 in writing 72 with 21 in writing 72 with 21 in writing 

TOEFL-iBT Special Home 
Edition Test

58 with 16 in writing 72 with 21 in writing 72 with 21 in writing 

UTS College  
Academic English

AEL3 with pass grade AEL4 with pass grade AEL4 with pass grade

Pearson Test of English 
PTE (Academic)

Overall 46, with a minimum 
of 38 for speaking, listening, 
reading and writing

Overall 54, with a minimum 
of 54 for speaking, listening, 
reading and writing

Overall 54, with a minimum 
of 54 for speaking, listening, 
reading and writing

The right level of English

If you are an international student and have undertaken your high school studies in the Australian education system, you 
will be required to sit the IELTS test, TOEFL test or the PTE (Academic) test if:

• you have completed year 11 and have an English Second Language (ESL) mark of less than 60%

• you have achieved a low average mark for English in the HSC

If you proceed directly from UTS College Academic English to UTS, you will need to have completed AEL5 to get into most 
UTS degrees. Several UTS degree programs require a higher level of English proficiency than AEL5.

Entry to UTS

Please check English language entry requirements for UTS programs at international.uts.edu.au
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The table below lists the minimum entry requirements needed 
to enter UTS College academic programs.

Qualification UTS Foundation Studiesiii UTS College Diplomas

Extended 
(3 semesters – 12 months)

Standard 
(2 semesters – 8 months)

Extended (4 semesters – 16 months) 
Standard (3 semesters – 12 months) 
Accelerated (2 semesters – 8 months)

Global Assessment 
Certificate

On application On application GPA 2.30 Extended
GPA 2.60 Standard and Accelerated

International 
Baccalaureate

Successful completion of Year 1 of 
the Diploma

18 21 
Forecast IB score minimum 23 acceptable

Country/Region  
of Education

UTS Foundation Studiesiii UTS College Diplomas

Extended 
(3 semesters – 12 months)

Standard 
(2 semesters – 8 months)

Extended (4 semesters – 16 months) 
Standard (3 semesters – 12 months) 
Accelerated (2 semesters – 8 months)

Australia 
(domestic students, 
citizens and 
permanent residents)

N/A N/A HSC subject average is based on English 
plus the top three non-VET subjects  
(All 4 subjects must be Category A):

• 75% for Accelerated  
(max. OP score of 15)

• 67% for Standard  
(max. OP score of 16)

• 63% for Extended  
(max. OP score of 17)

Australia 
(international
students at
high school
in Australia)

Year 11 successful completion 
(average 50% academic  
subjects and min 60% English 
Second Language)

Year 11 successful completion  
(average 65% academic  
subjects and min 60% English 
Second Language)

HSC subject average based on English 
plus the top three non-VET subjects  
(All 4 subjects must be Category A):

• 75% for Accelerated  
(max. OP score of 15)

• 67% for Standard  
(max. OP score of 16)

• 63% for Extended  
(max. OP score of 17)

Bangladesh HSC successful completion HSC 2nd Division 50% HSC 2nd Division 53% or
GCE: 2 A level passes, 1 D grade and  
1 E grade

Bahrain HSC successful completion General Secondary School 
Certificate (GSSC) 75%

General Secondary School Certificate 
(GSSC) 78% or equivalent

Brazil Ensino Médio 5.3 Ensino Médio 6.0 Ensino Médio 7.0

International qualifications

Country/region entry requirements

The academic entry requirements are correct at time of printing, please visit our website for the latest entry requirements at utscollege.edu.au
iii Important note on minimum age requirements: Students are expected to be at least 17 years of age when commencing UTS Foundation Studies and diploma programs and a minimum of 16 
when commencing English. International students who have met the English and academic entry requirements at 16 years of age at the time of UTS Foundation Studies program commencement 
are able to join that program providing appropriate accommodation and welfare arrangements are in place.

Academic program  
entry requirements 
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Country/Region  
of Education

UTS Foundation Studiesiii UTS College Diplomas

Extended 
(3 semesters – 12 months)

Standard 
(2 semesters – 8 months)

Extended (4 semesters – 16 months) 
Standard (3 semesters – 12 months) 
Accelerated (2 semesters – 8 months)

Brunei GCE: 3 O level passes GCE: 4 O level passes GCE: 2 A level passes, 1 D grade and  
1 E grade

Cambodia Diploma of Upper Secondary 
Education with E grade

Diploma of Upper Secondary 
Education with C grade

AQF Cert IV or Diploma of Upper 
Secondary Education with B average

Cameroon GCE: 3 O level passes GCE: 4 O level passes GCE: 2 A level passes, 1 D grade and 1 E 
grade (forecast results acceptable)

Canada Year 11 successful completion 
(minimum 4 academic subject 
passes)

Year 11 successful completion 
minimum 4 academic subjects 
with superior grades

Senior High School completion (Year 12) 
with 57% average

Chile Licencia de Educacion Media 
Secundaria

Licencia de Educacion Media 
Secundaria 5.0 (academic 
subjects)

Licencia de Educacion Media Secundaria 
5.4 (academic subjects)

People’s Republic  
of China

Gao Er Senior middle (SM) 2  
with 60%

Gao Er Senior middle (SM) 2  
with 80%

Senior middle (SM) 3 with 68.5%

Colombia Bachillerato with 50% for academic 
subjects

Bachillerato with 60% for academic 
subjects

Bachillerato with 67% for academic 
subjects

Ecuador Bachillerato average score 14 for 
academic subjects (Year 12)

Bachillerato average score 15 for 
academic subjects (Year 12)

Bachillerato average score16 for academic 
subjects (Year 12)

Egypt National School Certificate of 
General Education (Year 11) with 40%

National School Certificate of 
General Education (Year 11) with 50%

National School Certificate of General 
Education (Year 11) with 57%

Fiji Year 6 successful completion with 
50% for best 4 subjects and 50% 
in English

Year 6 successful completion with 
55% for best 4 subjects and 50% 
in English

Year 7 successful completion with 65% for 
best 4 subjects and 50% in English

France Completion of Year 11 equivalent 8 in French Baccalauréat 10 in French Baccalauréat

Hong Kong SAR Satisfactory completion Senior 
Secondary 5 

Senior Secondary 5 with 65% HKDSE: Total 8 points in 4 subjects (Cat 
A only) and English 3 for Standard and 
Accelerated Diplomas

India Year 11 ISC/CBSE with  
academic subjects 60%  
or Year 11 Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu, 
Karnataka, Kerala and West Bengal 
State Boards − academic subjects 
60% or Year 11 other Boards − 
academic subjects 65%

Year 11 ISC/CBSE with  
academic subjects 65%  
or Year 11 Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu, 
Karnataka, Kerala and West Bengal 
State Boards − academic subjects 
65% or Year 11 other Boards − 
academic subjects 70%

Year 12 ISC/CBSE with academic subjects 
60%  
or Year 12 Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu, 
Karnataka, Kerala and West Bengal State 
Boards 60%  
or Year 12 other State Boards 65% 
(best 4 relevant academic subjects)

Indonesia SMU 2 with 60% SMU 2 with 70% SMU 3 with 70% for academic subjects

Israel Bagrut successful completion Bagrut successful completion with 
a 6.8 grade average            

Bagrut successful completion with a  
6.9 grade average         

Japan Kotogakko Upper Secondary 
Certificate successful completion 
or Senior 2 with GPA 3.0

Kotogakko Upper Secondary 
Certificate with GPA 2.5

Kotogakko Upper Secondary  
Certificate with GPA 2.8

Jordan Tawjihi with 50% average Tawjihi with 55% average Tawjihi with 58% average

Kazakhstan General Education Certificate 
with 3.0 average

General Education Certificate with 
3.5 average

General Education Certificate 
with 3.8 average

South Korea Year 2 Senior 65% average or Year 
3 Senior 60% academic subjects 
only or GEE 60

Year 2 Senior 70% academic 
subjects or Year 3 Senior 60% 
academic subjects or GEE 70

Year 3 65% 
or CSAT 290 
or GEE 80

Country/region entry requirements
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Country/Region  
of Education

UTS Foundation Studiesiii UTS College Diplomas

Extended 
(3 semesters – 12 months)

Standard 
(2 semesters – 8 months)

Extended (4 semesters – 16 months) 
Standard (3 semesters – 12 months) 
Accelerated (2 semesters – 8 months)

Kuwait General Secondary School 
Certificate with 65%

General Secondary School 
Certificate with 75%

General Secondary School 
Certificate with 78%

Latvia General Secondary Education 
Certificate with D average for 
academic subjects 

General Secondary Education 
Certificate with D average for 
academic subjects

General Secondary Education Certificate 
with C average (grade 6) for academic 
subjects 

Lebanon Lebanese Secondary 2 (Year 11) 
with average 13 for academic 
subjects

Lebanese Secondary 2 (Year 11) 
with average 14 for academic 
subjects

Lebanese Baccalaureat General 13  
(Year 12) 

Macau SAR Successful completion of English 
medium schools − Form 5 or Chinese 
medium schools − (SM) 2

English medium schools − Form 
5 with 60% or Chinese medium 
schools − (SM) 2 with 65%

English medium schools − Form 6 with 
60% or Chinese medium schools − (SM) 3 
with 68.5% for academic subjects

Malaysia UEC 3 – maximum 35 points over 5 
subjects with B4 in English to meet 
English entry requirement  
or  
SPM – Completion of SPM with 
3 passes including C grade in 
1119 English (to meet English 
requirement) 

UEC 3 – Maximum 30 points across 
5 subjects. B4 grade in English (to 
meet English requirement).  
or  
SPM – Completion of SPM with 
minimum 3 C Passes including 
C pass in English 1119 (to meet 
English requirement) 

Accelerated and Standard Diploma: 
STPM 3 C passes in one sitting (forecast 
acceptable); C grade in English                                                                                                   
UEC Maximum 12 points across 3 subjects 
(B average) excluding English; B4 in English                                                                                          

Extended Diploma: STPM 3 C passes in  
one sitting (forecast acceptable);  
D+ grade in English 
UEC Maximum 12 points across 3 subjects 
(B average) excluding English; B6 in English 

Mauritius GCE: 3 O level passes GCE: 4 O level passes and D for GP GCE: 2 A levels passes, 1 D grade and  
1 E grade (forecast acceptable)

Mexico Bachillerato with average 6.0 or 
better for academic subjects

Bachillerato with average 7.0 or 
better for academic subjects

Bachillerato 7.3 average or better for 
academic subjects

Myanmar BEHS/Matriculation exam with an 
average of 60%

BEHS/Matriculation exam with a 
minimum of 2 distinctions

2 years of post secondary study with  
57% average

Nepal Higher Secondary certificate 
(10+2) with 55%

Higher Secondary certificate 
(10+2) with 60% 

Higher Secondary certificate (10 + 2)  
with 65%

Nigeria SSCE: 4 passes at grade 7 or 
above

SSCE: 5 passes at grade 6 or 
above

SSCE: 5 passes with at least 2 at grade 5 
or above

New Zealand NCEA: Level 2 with 140 credits NCEA: Level 2 with 140 credits with 
30 credits at level 2, at Merit

NCEA: Level 3 with 210 credits

Norway Year 11 successful completion Year 11 successful completion  
with an average grade of 2.0  
or above

Upper Secondary completion with  
4.3 average or above 

Oman Thanawiya Amma - Secondary 
School Leaving Certificate with 
65% or equivalent

Thanawiya Amma - Secondary 
School Leaving Certificate with 
75% or equivalent

Thanawiya Amma - Secondary School 
Leaving Certificate with 78% or equivalent

Pakistan Completion of High School 
Certificate or International 
Certificate

Completion of High School 
Certificate with minimum 50%  
(2nd Division)

Completion of High School Certificate  
(1st division) with 60%

Papua New Guinea Year 11 successful completion 
(minimum 4 academic  
subject passes)

National High School Certificate 
(average C grade for academic 
subjects)

National High School Certificate  
(average B grade for academic subjects)

Peru Certificado de Educación 
Secundaria Común Completa with 
minimum average score of 12

Certificado de Educación 
Secundaria Común Completa with 
minimum average score of 13

Certificado de Educación Secundaria 
Común Completa with minimum average  
score of 14

Country/region entry requirements
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Country/Region  
of Education

UTS Foundation Studiesiii UTS College Diplomas

Extended 
(3 semesters – 12 months)

Standard 
(2 semesters – 8 months)

Extended (4 semesters – 16 months) 
Standard (3 semesters – 12 months) 
Accelerated (2 semesters – 8 months)

Philippines Successful Completion of  
Grade 11

Successful completion of  
Grade 11 with 80%

Post secondary qualification AQF 
Certificate IV or High School Diploma  
(K-12) Certificate 80%

Qatar Al-Thanawaya-Al Amah General 
Secondary Education Certificate 
with 65% or equivalent

Al-Thanawaya-Al Amah General 
Secondary Education Certificate 
with 75% or equivalent

Al-Thanawaya-Al Amah General Secondary 
Education Certificate with 78% or 
equivalent

Russia General Education Certificate General Education Certificate with 
average grade of 3.5

General Education Certificate with average 
grade of 3.8

Saudi Arabia General Secondary Education 
Certificate with 55% or equivalent

General Secondary Education 
Certificate with 60% or equivalent

General Secondary Education Certificate 
with 66% or equivalent

Singapore GCE O Levels: 3 passes GCE O Levels: 4 passes                        
SEC 4 (Express): 5 passes 
(forecast acceptable)

GCE: 2 A level passes, 1 D grade and 1 E 
grade (forecast results acceptable)

South Africa Year 11 with successful completion Year 11 successful completion  
(65% average for academic subjects)

Senior Certificate with Matriculation 
exemption with minimum pass of D (58%)

Spain Segundo de Bachillerato with  
5.5 grade

Segundo de Bachillerato with  
6.5 grade

Segundo de Bachillerato with 7 grade

Sri Lanka Local O Levels − 3 passes 
(academic subjects) Forecast 
results acceptable or London O 
levels − 3 passes Forecast results 
acceptable 

Local O Levels − 4 passes with 
credit average (academic subjects) 
(Forecast results acceptable) 
or London O levels − 4 passes 
at D grade (Forecast Results 
acceptable) 

Local A levels − 2 A Level passes 1 C 
grade and 1 S grade (Forecast results 
acceptable) or London A levels − 2 A Level 
passes 1 D grade and 1 E grade (Forecast 
results acceptable)

Sweden Year 11 successful completion 
(minimum 4 academic  
subject passes)

Year 11 successful completion 
(minimum 2.5 grade average in at 
least 4 academic subjects)

Year 12 successful completion 
(minimum 3.3 grade average in at least 4 
academic subjects and a grade of VG 4.0 
for English)

Taiwan 65% Senior High School Year 2 or 
Year 3 successful completion

70% Senior High School Year 2 or 
65% Year 3 successful completion

Senior High School Leaving Certificate with 
68% average

Tanzania GCE: 3 CSE O level passes GCE: 4 CSE O level passes GCE: 2 ACSE (A level) passes at D grade

Thailand Mathayom 5 with 4 passes for 
academic subjects (GPA 2.0)

Mathayom 5 with 4 passes for 
academic subjects (GPA 3.0)

Mathayom 6 (GPA 2.0)

Turkey Turkish High School Diploma with 
50% average

Turkish High School Diploma with 
55% average

Turkish High School Diploma with 60% 
average

United Arab Emirates General Secondary Education 
Certificate Tawjihiyya with Pass

General Secondary Education 
Certificate Tawjihiyya with 70%

General Secondary Education Certificate  
Tawjihiyya with 73%

United Kingdom O level with at least 3 passes O level with at least 4 passes at  
D grade

GCE with 2 A level passes, 1 D grade and  
1 E grade

USA High School Diploma with  
GPA 2.0

High School Diploma with  
GPA 2.5

High School Diploma with GPA 2.8

Vietnam Year 11 successful completion with 
6.0 grade average

Year 11 successful completion with 
6.5 grade average

Year 12 successful completion with  
6.7 grade average

Country/region entry requirements

The academic entry requirements are correct at time of printing, please visit our website for the latest entry requirements at utscollege.edu.au
iii Important note on minimum age requirements: Students are expected to be at least 17 years of age when commencing UTS Foundation Studies and diploma programs and a minimum 
of 16 when commencing English. International students who have met the English and academic entry requirements at 16 years of age at the time of UTS Foundation Studies program 
commencement are able to join that program providing appropriate accommodation and welfare arrangements are in place.
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Note: 

Mid-year intake is subject to availability. The above academic articulation requirements are correct at time of printing, please visit our website for the latest articulation requirements at 
utscollege.edu.au. For more information regarding UTS programs including CRICOS codes, fees etc, please visit uts.edu.au

Grade High Distinction Distinction Credit Pass Conceded Pass Fail

Grade Point Average score

The Grade Point Average 
(GPA) combines these 
grade points and is divided 
by the number of subjects 
that you have completed

10 8.5 7 5.5 4 0

Program GPA Intake

Bachelor of Music and Sound Design

Bachelor of Music and Sound Design 6.2 February

Bachelor of Music and Sound Design, Bachelor of Arts in International Studies 6.4 February

Bachelor of Communication

Bachelor of Communication (Creative Writing) 6.2 February and August

Bachelor of Communication (Digital and Social Media) 6.5 February and August

Bachelor of Communication (Journalism) 6.7 February and August

Bachelor of Communication (Media Arts and Production) 6.9 February and August

Bachelor of Communication (Public Communication) 6.7 February and August

Bachelor of Communication (Social and Political Sciences) 6.2 February and August

Bachelor of Global Studies

Bachelor of Global Studies 6.2 February and August

Combined Degrees

Bachelor of Communication (Creative Writing)

Bachelor of Arts in International Studies
6.6 February

Bachelor of Communication (Digital and Social Media) 

Bachelor of Arts in International Studies
6.6 February

UTS Foundation Studies stream codes

Arts and Social Sciences communication.uts.edu.au

Articulation requirements 
from UTS Foundation Studies 
to UTS

Program
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Note: 

Mid-year intake is subject to availability. The above academic articulation requirements are correct at time of printing, please visit our website for the latest articulation requirements at 
utscollege.edu.au. For more information regarding UTS programs including CRICOS codes, fees etc, please visit uts.edu.au

Program GPA Intake

Combined Degrees

Bachelor of Communication (Journalism)

Bachelor of Arts in International Studies
6.7 February

Bachelor of Communication (Media Arts and Production)

Bachelor of Arts in International Studies
7.0 February

Bachelor of Communication (Public Communication)

Bachelor of Arts in International Studies
6.8 February

Bachelor of Communication (Social and Political Science)

Bachelor of Arts in International Studies
6.2 February

Program GPA Intake

Bachelor of Business/Economics/Management

Bachelor of Business 7.1 February and August

Bachelor of Business (Accounting) 7.1 February and August

Bachelor of Business (Economics) 7.1 February and August

Bachelor of Business (Finance) 7.1 February and August

Bachelor of Business (Human Resource Management) 7.1 February and August

Bachelor of Business (International Business) 7.1 February and August

Bachelor of Business (Management) 7.1 February and August

Bachelor of Business (Marketing) 7.1 February and August

Bachelor of Business (Advertising and Marketing Communications) 7.1 February and August

Bachelor of Economics 6.8 February and August

Bachelor of Management 6.6 February and August

Combined Degrees

Bachelor of Business
Bachelor of Arts in International Studies

6.9 February

Bachelor of Business 
Bachelor of Laws

7.6 February and August

Bachelor of Management 
Bachelor of Arts in International Studies

6.6 February

Bachelor of Economics 
Bachelor of Laws 

7.6 February and August

Arts and Social Sciences

Business

communication.uts.edu.au

business.uts.edu.au

Articulation Requirements from UTS Foundation Studies to UTS 

Program
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Note: 

Mid-year intake is subject to availability. The above academic articulation requirements are correct at time of printing, please visit our website for the latest articulation requirements at 
utscollege.edu.au. For more information regarding UTS programs including CRICOS codes, fees etc, please visit uts.edu.au

Program GPA Intake

Bachelor of Design

Animation 7.0 February

Architecture 7.2 February

Fashion and Textiles 7.7 February

Interior Architecture 6.6 February

Product Design 6.5 February

Visual Communication 7.2 February

Bachelor of Construction

Bachelor of Construction Project Management 7.0 February

Bachelor of Construction Project Management

Bachelor of Arts in International Studies
7.3 February

Bachelor of Property Economics

Bachelor of Property Economics 6.4 February

Bachelor of Property Economics

Bachelor of Arts in International Studies
6.6 February

Combined degrees − Bachelor of Design Bachelor of Arts in International Studies

Animation 7.3 February

Fashion and Textiles 7.7 February

Interior Architecture 6.9 February

Product Design 6.8 February

Visual Communication 7.2 February

Combined degrees − Bachelor of Creative Intelligence and Innovation

Bachelor of Advanced Science
Bachelor of Creative Intelligence and Innovation

7.3 February

Bachelor of Biomedical Physics 
Bachelor of Creative Intelligence and Innovation 

7.2 February

Bachelor of Business   
Bachelor of Creative Intelligence and Innovation

7.1 February

Bachelor of Communication (Creative Writing) 
Bachelor of Creative Intelligence and Innovation

6.2 February

Bachelor of Communication (Digital and Social Media) 
Bachelor of Creative Intelligence and Innovation

6.5 February

Bachelor of Communication (Journalism)  
Bachelor of Creative Intelligence and Innovation

6.7 February

Bachelor of Communication (Media Arts and Production)  
Bachelor of Creative Intelligence and Innovation

6.9 February

Bachelor of Communication (Public Communication)  
Bachelor of Creative Intelligence and Innovation

6.7 February

Design, Architecture and Building dab.uts.edu.au

Articulation Requirements from UTS Foundation Studies to UTS 
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Note: 

Mid-year intake is subject to availability. The above academic articulation requirements are correct at time of printing, please visit our website for the latest articulation requirements at 
utscollege.edu.au. For more information regarding UTS programs including CRICOS codes, fees etc, please visit uts.edu.au

Design, Architecture and Building dab.uts.edu.au

Articulation Requirements from UTS Foundation Studies to UTS 

Program GPA Intake

Combined degrees − Bachelor of Creative Intelligence and Innovation

Bachelor of Communication (Social and Political Science)
Bachelor of Creative Intelligence and Innovation 

6.2 February

Bachelor of Design in Animation 
Bachelor of Creative Intelligence and Innovation

7.2 February

Bachelor of Design in Architecture 
Bachelor of Creative Intelligence and Innovation

7.3 February

Bachelor of Design in Fashion and Textiles 
Bachelor of Creative Intelligence and Innovation

7.7 February

Bachelor of Design in Interior Architecture
Bachelor of Creative Intelligence and Innovation

6.9 February

Bachelor of Design in Product Design 
Bachelor of Creative Intelligence and Innovation

6.8 February

Bachelor of Design in Visual Communication
Bachelor of Creative Intelligence and Innovation

7.3 February

Bachelor of Forensic Science
Bachelor of Creative Intelligence and Innovation

6.9 February

Bachelor of Laws
Bachelor of Creative Intelligence and Innovation

7.6 February

Bachelor of Management
Bachelor of Creative Intelligence and Innovation 

6.7 February

Bachelor of Medicinal Chemistry 
Bachelor of Creative Intelligence and Innovation 

7.2 February

Bachelor of Science  
Bachelor of Creative Intelligence and Innovation

6.7 February

Bachelor of Science in Information Technology 
Bachelor of Creative Intelligence and Innovation

6.6 February

Bachelor of Sport and Exercise Science 
Bachelor of Creative Intelligence and Innovation

7.3 February

Combined degrees − Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) Bachelor of Creative Intelligence and Innovation 

Biomedical 6.8 February

Civil 6.7 February

Civil (with Construction specialisation) 6.7 February

Civil (with Structures specialisations) 6.7 February

Data 6.7 February

Electrical 6.7 February

Electronic 6.7 February

Mechanical 6.7 February

Mechanical and Mechatronic 6.7 February

Mechatronic 6.7 February

Software 6.7 February

No Specified Major 6.7 February
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Articulation Requirements from UTS Foundation Studies to UTS 

Engineering and Information Technology eng.uts.edu.au  |  it.uts.edu.au

Program GPA Intake

Bachelor of Computing Science (Honours)

Bachelor of Computing Science (Honours) 6.6 February and August

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) − Biomedical 7.0 February and August

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) − Civil 6.9 February and August

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) − Civil and Environmental 6.9 February and August

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) − Civil (with Construction) 6.9 February and August

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) − Civil (with Structures) 7.0 February and August

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) − Data Engineering 6.6 February and August

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) − Electrical 6.8 February and August

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) − Electronic 6.7 February and August

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) − Electrical and Electronic 6.8 February and August

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) − Mechanical 6.9 February and August

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) − Mechanical and Mechatronic 6.9 February and August

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) − Mechatronic 6.9 February and August

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) − Software Engineering 6.9 February and August

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) − No specified major 6.6 February and August

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) Diploma in Professional Engineering Practice

Biomedical 6.9 February and August

Civil 6.9 February and August

Civil and Environmental 6.9 February and August

Civil (with Construction) 6.9 February and August

Civil (with Structures) 7.0 February and August

Data Engineering 6.6 February and August

Electrical 6.7 February and August

Electronic 6.6 February and August

Electrical and Electronic 6.7 February and August

Mechanical 6.8 February and August

Mechanical and Mechatronic 6.9 February and August

Mechatronic 6.9 February and August

Software Engineering 6.9 February and August

No specified major 6.6 February and August

Bachelor of Engineering Science

Civil 6.9 February and August

Data Engineering 6.6 February and August

Electrical 6.8 February and August

Electronic 6.7 February and August

Mechanical 6.9 February and August

Mechatronic 6.9 February and August

Software Engineering 6.9 February and August

Various majors 6.6 February and August

Combined Degrees:

Bachelor of Business 
Bachelor of Science in Information Technology

6.8 February

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) 
Bachelor of Medical Science

6.9 February

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) 
Bachelor of Science 

6.6 February

Bachelor of Engineering Science 
Bachelor of Laws

7.6 February and August

Bachelor of Information Systems
Bachelor of Business

6.8 February

Note: 
Mid-year intake is subject to availability. The above academic articulation requirements are correct at time of printing, please visit our website for the latest articulation requirements at 
utscollege.edu.au. For more information regarding UTS programs including CRICOS codes, fees etc, please visit uts.edu.au
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Program GPA Intake

Combined Degrees:

Bachelor of Science in Information Technology 
Bachelor of Arts in International Studies

6.6 February

Bachelor of Science in Information Technology 
Bachelor of Laws

7.6 February and August

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)  
Bachelor of Business

6.9 February

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) Civil 
Bachelor of Arts in International Studies

6.9  February

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) Data Engineering 
Bachelor of Arts in International Studies 

6.9 February

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) Mechanical 
Bachelor of Arts in International Studies 

6.9 February

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) Mechatronic 
Bachelor of Arts in International Studies

6.9 February

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) Biomedical Engineering  
Bachelor of Arts in International Studies 

6.9 February

Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) Software Engineering 
Bachelor of Arts in International Studies 

6.9 February

Bachelor of Science in Games Development

Bachelor of Science in Games Development 6.8 February

Bachelor of Science in Information Technology

Bachelor of Science (Information Systems) 6.6 February and August

Bachelor of Science in Information Technology 6.6 February and August

Bachelor of Forensic Science (Digital Forensics) 6.9 February

Bachelor of Science in Information Technology
Diploma in Information Technology Professional Practice

6.6 February and August

Engineering and Information Technology eng.uts.edu.au  |  it.uts.edu.au

Articulation Requirements from UTS Foundation Studies to UTS 

Program GPA Intake

Bachelor of Nursing/Sport/Exercise Science

Bachelor of Health Science 6.2 February

Bachelor of Nursing 6.7 February

Bachelor of Nursing
Bachelor of Arts in International Studies

7.3 February

Bachelor of Sport and Exercise Management 6.4 February

Bachelor of Sport and Exercise Science 6.7 February

Bachelor of Sport and Exercise Management
Bachelor of Arts in International Studies

7.3 February

Bachelor of Sport and Exercise Science
Bachelor of Arts in International Studies

7.2 February

Health health.uts.edu.au

Program GPA Intake

Bachelor of Laws

Bachelor of Business  
Bachelor of Laws

7.6 February and August

Bachelor of Engineering Science  
Bachelor of Laws

7.6 February and August

Law law.uts.edu.au

Note: 

Mid-year intake is subject to availability. The above academic articulation requirements are correct at time of printing, please visit our website for the latest articulation requirements at 
utscollege.edu.au. For more information regarding UTS programs including CRICOS codes, fees etc, please visit uts.edu.au
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Note: 

Mid-year intake is subject to availability. The above academic articulation requirements are correct at time of printing, please visit our website for the latest articulation requirements at 
utscollege.edu.au. For more information regarding UTS programs including CRICOS codes, fees etc, please visit uts.edu.au

Program GPA Intake

Science

Bachelor of Biomedical Physics 6.9 February and August

Bachelor of  Biomedical Science 6.9 February and August

Bachelor of Biotechnology 6.9 February and August

Bachelor of Environmental Biology 6.4 February and August

Bachelor of Forensic Science (CSI) 6.9 February and August

Bachelor of Forensic Science (Biology) 6.9 February and August

Bachelor of Forensic Science (Chemistry) 6.9 February and August

Bachelor of Marine Biology 6.6 February and August

Bachelor of Medicinal Chemistry 6.9 February and August

Bachelor of Medical Science 6.9 February and August

Bachelor of Science

Analytics 6.9 February and August

Chemistry 6.6 February and August

Applied Physics 6.3 February and August

Biomedical Science 6.6 February and August

Biotechnology 6.6 February and August

Science science.uts.edu.au

Articulation Requirements from UTS Foundation Studies to UTS 

Program GPA Intake

Bachelor of Laws

Bachelor of Laws 7.6 February and August

Bachelor of Laws   
Bachelor of Arts in International Studies

7.6 February

Bachelor of Medical Science   
Bachelor of Laws

7.7 February and August

Bachelor of Science  
Bachelor of Laws

7.7 February and August

Bachelor of Science in Information Technology  
Bachelor of Laws

7.6 February and August

Bachelor of Communication Bachelor of Laws

Bachelor of Communication (Creative Writing) 
Bachelor of Laws

7.6 February and August

Bachelor of Communication (Digital and Social Media) 
Bachelor of Laws

7.6 February and August

Bachelor of Communication (Journalism) 
Bachelor of Laws 

7.6 February and August

Bachelor of Communication (Media Arts and Production) 
Bachelor of Laws

7.6 February and August

Bachelor of Communication (Public Communication) 
Bachelor of Laws

7.6 February and August

Bachelor of Communication (Social and Political Sciences) 
Bachelor of Laws

7.6 February and August

Law law.uts.edu.au
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Note: 

Mid-year intake is subject to availability. The above academic articulation requirements are correct at time of printing, please visit our website for the latest articulation requirements at 
utscollege.edu.au. For more information regarding UTS programs including CRICOS codes, fees etc, please visit uts.edu.au

Program GPA Intake

Bachelor of Science

Environmental Sciences 6.5 February and August

Mathematics 6.6 February and August

Medical Science 6.6 February and August

Nanotechnology 6.4 February and August

Statistics 6.6 February and August

No Specified Major 6.6 February and August

Bachelor of Advanced Science

Environmental Biotechnology 7.2 February

Pre-Medicine 7.2 February and August

Pharmaceutical Sciences 7.2 February

Combined degrees

Bachelor of Biotechnology

Bachelor of Business
6.9 February and August

Bachelor of Medical Science

Bachelor of Arts in International Studies
6.9 February

Bachelor of Medical Science

Bachelor of Business
6.9 February and August

Bachelor of Medical Science

Bachelor of Laws
7.7 February and August

Bachelor of Science

Bachelor of Arts in International Studies
6.6 February

Bachelor of Science

Bachelor of Business
6.9 February and August

Bachelor of Science

Bachelor of Laws
7.7 February and August

Bachelor of Science in Analytics

Bachelor of Arts in International Studies
6.9 February

Science science.uts.edu.au

Articulation Requirements from UTS Foundation Studies to UTS 
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Frequently 
asked 
questions
Applications and enrolment
Should I apply early?
Yes. The sooner you apply, the sooner you can receive 
your offer and secure your place. It will also ensure you 
have plenty of time to apply for your student visa. 

What is the turnaround time for processing applications?
Complete applications are processed within 48 hours.

Can I still apply even if I don’t have all my certified 
documents with me?
Yes. UTS College can still process your application if you 
do not have all the relevant documents you need. We 
will provide you with a provisional offer. Once we have 
received the required documents and confirmed that you 
have met both academic and English entry requirements, 
a full offer can be made.

How do I extend my Full-time English (FTE) enrolment?
You need to go to the UTS College Student Centre and 
submit a new application. A staff member will arrange the 
re-enrolment and issue a new Confirmation of Enrolment 
(CoE) when we have received your payment.

What is the International Student Processing Fee (ISPF)?
You must pay a processing fee of A$250 when you accept 
your offer from UTS College. 

How will you communicate with me?
After you accept your offer and pay the required fees, you 
will be given your own UTS email address and details of 
how to activate it. This is how we will communicate with 
you from that point onwards.

Applying for a student visa
Do I need to purchase health insurance if I apply for a 
student visa?
Yes. Visa requirements state that international students 
need to purchase an approved Overseas Student Health 
Cover (OSHC) policy, before arriving in Australia. This will 
cover you for your entire visa. UTS College can assist 
in arranging this. Refer to our international student 
application form.

What happens if there is a gap between programs?
If you would like to apply for a package visa you should 
plan to avoid any lengthy gaps between programs. 
Your agent can assist with this, or you can contact the 
UTS College Student Admissions office for help with an 
appropriate study plan. Please email:  
registrar@insearch.edu.au

Student accommodation
What are my accommodation options in Sydney?
We can help you to find accommodation with the
following providers:
• Homestay; a popular choice for international students.
• Student Accommodation; providers include Urbanest, 

Unilodge and Iglu.
• Off-campus accommodation; UTS Housing Service 

provides a private listing of properties such as share 
houses, studios and rooms.

How long does it take to organise Homestay 
accommodation?
UTS College requires at least 28 days’ notice to  
arrange a Homestay and airport welcome service.  
For more information contact our Student 
Accommodation Coordinator: +61 2 9218 8614 or 
accommodation@insearch.edu.au or visit our website: 
utscollege.edu.au/accommodation
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Articulation to UTS
How does articulation to UTS work?
During the final semester of your diploma or  
UTS Foundation Studies program, a transfer session 
will take place that you must attend. UTS faculty 
representatives will offer advice and information about 
the various degrees and majors available, and articulation 
from UTS College. Study Success Advisers will provide 
more details about the transfer session.

If I fail some subjects, can I still articulate to UTS?
If you fail any subjects you will need to repeat them.  
If you are an international student and complete a  
UTS College diploma with no more than two subject 
failures, you are guaranteed articulation to the relevant 
UTS undergraduate degree. If you fail more than two 
subjects, the guarantee does not apply and UTS will 
assess whether you are able to articulate into a degree. 
If you complete the UTS Foundation Studies program you 
need to achieve a specific Grade Point Average (GPA) in 
order to have guaranteed articulation to UTS.

Student support
Does UTS College have extra learning support?
Yes. Study Skills Workshops are available during 
Orientation and Academic Preparation Week, and 
throughout the year, to help you get a head start with your 
studies. Please speak to your Study Success Adviser for 
further information.

Student scholarships
Does UTS College offer scholarships?
Yes. A list of the UTS College scholarships can be found at 
utscollege.edu.au/scholarships

Studying at UTS College
What are the rules about attendance?
Maintaining satisfactory attendance is a condition of 
your student visa and a requirement of UTS College.  
On both accounts, the requirement is to attend at least 
80% of classes.  

Where can I find information on program timetables?
Information on lecture and tutorial times is posted on 
eStudent. Details about how to access eStudent will be 
provided during orientation.

How many people will be in class with me?
Class sizes at UTS College are small, with no more than 
20 students per academic class and an average of 16 
students per English class. This means you benefit from 
maximum face-to-face time with your tutor or lecturer.

How many hours of study per week are required?
Diploma: this depends on your program and program 
mode (Accelerated, Standard and Extended). 

Academic English: 20 hours of face-to-face study and  
10 hours of individual study.

UTS Foundation Studies: On average 28 hours face-to-
face study with a further 12 hours of independent learning.

Can I work while studying?
Yes. A focus on your studies is essential but we recognise 
that some students may want to work part-time. 
Working arrangements need to fit around your study 
commitments. Some visas have work restrictions.

A student visa allows you to work part-time (maximum 40 
hours per fortnight) while studying.

Part-time work must not interfere with your studies or 
timetable. You must be available to attend classes from 
9am-8pm, Monday to Friday. You may also be required to 
attend classes on a Saturday.

During study breaks, you may work full-time.

How can I change from one program to another?
If you want to change your program, you will need to go 
to the UTS College Student Centre and talk to a staff 
member. Transferring to another program will depend on 
availability, your academic progress and your academic/
English qualifications.

Orientation and Academic 
Preparation Week
When is Orientation and Academic Preparation Week?
Orientation and Academic Preparation Week is held 
before your classes commence. Information regarding this 
appears in your Orientation and Academic Preparation 
Week letter.

Is attendance at Orientation and Academic Preparation 
Week compulsory?
Yes. All sessions are compulsory. 

These sessions will support your transition into life at  
UTS College and Sydney. 
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How to apply and 
accept your offer

1. Apply  
Students must apply through an  
authorised UTS College agent. Please visit  
utscollege.edu.au/find-an-agent to find an authorised 
agent in your country. Certified copies of English 
qualifications and academic transcripts (translated into 
English) must accompany your completed application 
form. Please visit utscollege.edu.au/how-to-apply for 
further information.

In exceptional circumstances, where there are no 
conveniently located authorised UTS College agents, 
applications, including a completed and signed 
international student application form, and  
supporting documentation can be emailed to  
registrar@insearch.edu.au

Please visit utscollege.edu.au/au/about/publications to 
download an application form.

UTS College Package Offers 
If you are undertaking an Academic English program, you 
may apply for a UTS College study package with one of  
the following:

• UTS Foundation Studies 

• UTS College Diploma 

• UTS Undergraduate program, or

• UTS Postgraduate program. 

Applying for your visa
When we receive your fee payment and Acceptance 
Form, UTS College will issue you with a Confirmation  
of Enrolment (CoE), which is required to obtain a  
student visa.

If you opt for a package visa to cover the duration of 
your UTS College program(s) and your UTS degree, 

Any one of these study packages will deem you eligible 
for a 5% discount on your Academic English program 
fees. Please note, if you are undertaking an Academic 
English program at UTS College before pursing a 
program at UTS, you will need to apply for the UTS 
program first at the UTS International Office.

If you are undertaking UTS Foundation Studies and a  
UTS College Diploma as a study package, you will be 
eligible for a 5% discount on your diploma program fees.

you require a CoE for your UTS degree and you will be 
charged an administration fee of A$110. This fee will be 
included in your UTS College offer letter and should be 
paid when accepting your offer. This will not be refunded 
if you are not accepted for your UTS degree. You are now 
ready to apply for your student visa.

2. Receive Offer  
Successful applicants will receive an offer letter with 
program details and required fees.

3. Accept & Pay
To accept your offer you must pay your fees and submit 
your signed and dated Acceptance Form. You are 
required to pay in Australian dollars via Flywire (our 
preferred method of payment). We recommend that you 
pay your fees early to secure your place in the program, 
and to allow sufficient time for visa processing.

Applying to UTS College and accepting an offer is easy. It 
can be completed in 3 simple steps.
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UTS College English and academic entry requirements
For the latest details on program, entry requirements and articulation please visit our website utscollege.edu.au or 
speak to your local education representative.

How to apply — find an education agent
International students are strongly encouraged to apply through one of our authorised education representatives. 
Please visit our website to find an education representative near you at utscollege.edu.au

The information contained in this brochure is correct at time of printing. Changes in circumstances may impact the 
accuracy or currency of the information. UTS College reserves the right to vary any matter described in this brochure 
at any time without notice.  

Please visit utscollege.edu.au for latest information.

Photo credits:  
Images by Andy Roberts, Edward Tran and Dennis Choong

Contact us
Street address
UTS College Student Centre

Ground floor, 187 Thomas Street, Sydney NSW 2000 Australia

Phone: +61 2 9218 8666 (outside Australia) 

Phone: 1800 896 994 (within Australia)

Email: courses@insearch.edu.au

utscollege.edu.au

* UTS is number 1 in Australia for universities under 50 years of age in the QS World university Rankings® Top 50 under 50 2021.

Insearch Limited - ABN 39 001 425 065   I   UTS College CRICOS provider code: 00859D   I   UTS CRICOS provider code: 00099F
Insearch Limited (UTS College) is a controlled entity of the University of Technology Sydney (UTS), and a registered private higher education provider of pathways to UTS.

UTS Foundation Studies CRICOS course code: 
2 Semesters (Standard) CRICOS course code: 082432G | UTS course code: C30019   I   3 Semesters (Extended) CRICOS course code: 082433G | UTS course code: C30020
UTS Foundation Studies is a UTS course, delivered by Insearch Limited (UTS College), on behalf of UTS. The UTS Foundation Studies program meets the requirements 
for Foundation Programs which have been registered on CRICOS for delivery in Australia providing academic preparation for entry into first year undergraduate study to 
overseas students.                 469964150_1220
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